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Summary

This report describes two methods for the recognition of two dimensional objects. Both methods are suitable
for the recognition of partially occluded objects.

The fIrst method uses the closed contours of the objects. The contours are segmented resulting in fIrst order
bezier-curves (polygons). These segments are used as features. The segments have two attributes: length of
segment and angle between them. In this way the contour is represented by a list of lengths of the segments
and angles between them. A list-histograms transfonnation is applied to this list This results in a number of
histograms which together fonn the model-description. The list-histograms transfonn has some interesting
properties for recognizing disturbed (due to physical errors or bad lighting conditions) and partially occluded
objects. Interesting is also that the beginning of the closed contours is arbitrary. Finally, the method has also
some very interesting properties searching for models and the simplicity for hardware implementation. These
last properties have not been worked out in more detail.

The second method follows more the lines of philosophy drawn by the research group Vision and Graphics for
recognizing objects. The method uses templates to fmd the features in the scene. The templates can be matched
very fast with input video signals (input scene) with special hardware Philips has developed in the past
(pAPS). Graphs have been used as model-description. The nodes are the templates and the arcs are geometric
relations (vectors) between lhe templates. Three types of templates have been defIned. By taking two of these
template types which match in the scene, it is possible to detennine the scale and rotation difference between
the objects in the scene and the model. After knowing the scale- and rotation difference, the graph of the
hypothesized model is further verified. To test the method six objects are designed containing combinations of
three features: comers, holes and circle-segments. These features are chosen because they can be found using
three different kinds of templates for each another type.
The method was slow as expected. To speed up the search for correct models one could fIrst try to fmd parts
of the models (a small number of nodes and relations) which then can be used as a template! This means that a
model consists of templates which are small models. Interesting is that the program needs no basic change for
that, because the search method used tries to verify only models which contain a specifIc template (read: small
model). This property of the program has not been worked out in more detail.

It has been tried to obtain methods which are complete (without exceptions), in order to minimize the num
ber of heuristic rules in both methods.
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Dijk, M.K. van; Herkenning van plane. deels zichtbare objecten gebaseerd op hun contouren of subtemplates.

Afstudeerverslag, Signalprocessing, Vision and Graphics group,
Philips Research Laboratoriesrrechnische Univeristeit Eindhoven, aug. 1989.

Dit afslUdeerverslag beschrijft twee herkelUlingsrnethoden van 2 dimensionale objecten. Beide methoden zijn geschikt voor het herkennen van
gedee1teliJ'k zichtbare objecten.

De eerste methode gaat uit van de gesloten contouren van de objecten. De contouren worden gesegmenteerd in eerste orde bezier-curven
(rechte lijnen). Deze segmenten hebben twee atributen 01. de lengte van een segment en de onderlinge hoek lUssen twee opeenvolgende
segmenten. Zo is het mogelijk een gesloten contour te representeren door een lijst van lengten en hoeken. Als model-beschrijving wordt
gebruik gemaakt van de list-histograms transformatie die hiervoor speciaal is ontworpen. De transformatie heeft een aantal interessante
eigenschappen waardoor objecten met kleine fysieke afwiJ'kingen of deels zichtbare objecten kunnen worden herkend. Interessant is dat door
deze transformatie het begin van de contour willekeurig mag zijn. Daamaast maakt de toepassing van deze transformatie het ook mogelijk
snel een juist model te vinden. Bovendien is de transformatie eenvoudig in hardware ornzetbaar. Deze laatste twee eigenschappen zijn (nog)
niet verder uitgewerkt

De tweede methode voIgt meer de herkenningsfIlosofie aan het NatLab. De methode gebruikt 01. templates die het mogeliJ'k maakt om
kenmerken met speciale hardware snel in een inputbeeld op te sporen. AIs model beschrijving is gekozen voor een graaf waarbij de
knooppunten de templates voorstellen en de takken de geometrische relaties (vectoren). Vier typen templates worden onderscheiden AIs
twee willekeurige template-typen in een beeld worden herkend kan het schaal- en rotatie verschil lUssen het model en het sceneobject
worden bepaald. Nadat deze verschillen njn bepaald, wordt de hypothese verder gecontroleerd.
Zoals was verwacht, is de methode langzaam. Om de zoeksnelheid maar correcte modellen te verhogen, is het idee geopperd eerst deel
modellen in de scene te vinden en die dan als templates te behandelen. De complete modellen bestaan dan uit deze templates. Het leuke is
dat het programma nauweliJ'ks verandering behoeft. Dit voorstel is (nog) verder niet uitgewerkt

Er is een poging ondemomen methoden te ontwikkelen die compleet zijn (ronder uitzonderingen) zodat het aantal heuristische regels is gemi
nimaliseerd.

Dijk, M.K. van; Recognition of flat partially visible objects based on their contours or subtemplates.

M.Sc. thesis, SignaJprocessing, Vision and Graphics group,
Philips Research LaboratorieslEindhoven University of Technology, aug. 1989.

This report describes two methods for the recognition of two dimensional objects. Both methods are suitable for the recognition of partially
occluded objects.

The fmt method uses the closed contours of the objects. The contours are segmented resulting in fmt order bezier-curves (polygons). These seg
ments are used as features. The segments have two anributes: length of segment and angle between them. In this way the contour is repre
sented by a list of lengths of the segments and angles between them. A list-histograms transformation is applied to this list This results in a
number of histograms which together form the model-description. The list-histograms transform has some interesting properties for recognizing
disturbed (due to physical errors or bad lighting conditions) and partially occluded objects. Interesting is also that the beginning of the closed
contours is arbitrary. Finally, the method has also some very interesting properties searching for models and the simplicity for hardware imple
menwion. These last properties have not been worked out in more-detail.

The second method follows more the lines of philosophy drawn by the research group Vision and Graphics for recognizing objects. The method
uses templates. The templates can be matched very fast with input video signals (input scene) with special hardware Philips has developed in
the past (PAPS). Graphs have been used as model description. The nodes are the templates and the arcs are geometric relations (vectors)
between the templates. Three types of templates have been defined. By taking two of these template types which matches in the scene, it is
possible to determine the scale and rotation difference between the objects in the scene and the model. After knowing the scale and rotation
difference, the graph of the hypothesized model is further verified. To test the method six objects are designed containing combinations of three
features: comers, holes and circle-segments. These features are chosen because they can be found using three different kinds of templates for
each another type.
The method was slow as expected. To speed up the search for correct models one could first try to fmd pans of the models (a small number of
nodes and relations) which then can be used as a template! This means that a model consists of templates which are small models. Interesting
is that the program needs no basic change for that, because the search method used tries to verify only models which contain a specific tem
plate (read: small model). This property of the program has not been worked out in more detail.

It has been tried to obtain methods which are complete (without exceptions), in order to minimize the number of heuristic rules in both
methods.
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Preface

As a student of the Eindhoven University of Technology, department of Electrical engineering, I was search
ing for a project in the area of image-processing especially the recognition of 3 dimensional objects. Because
the EDT had no proper projects in this area, I made contact to the group Persoon, Vision and Graphics of
Philips Research Laboratories, where they were not only willing to give me a suitable project in my field of
interest but also gave me the opportunity to work out an idea of my own for recognizing objects described by
their contours.

The report is divided in three parts. Part I gives an introduction to the problem and contains literature
overview about the subject and a description of the basic attributes of a recognition-system.
This part is followed by two other parts which describes two recognition-systems, one based on closed con
tours and the other based on templates of two dimensional objects.
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Signal processing, Vision and Graphics?) who helped me with the project and review of this report Also the
criticism and interest of the coaches prof.ir. FJ. Kylstra and ir. C. Huber at the Eindhoven University of
Technology stimulated me in doing the project with pleasure. Specially I like to thank prof.ir Fl. Kylstra to

give permission doing my final project at Philips.
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! Introduction.

This chapter will give a general introduction on the subject and after that a short project-description is given.

1.1 General introduction.

Object-recognition has been studied over the past ten years more intensively. Reasons for this can be found in
the demand for intelligent vision-systems to be used in flexible production lines. Applications are inspection
of assembly-line products, identifying and counting of objects, locating of objects and so on.

Vision-systems have the following problems to deal with:

(1) speed of recognition,
(2) reliability in recognizing partially visible objects,
(3) the ease to handle/adjust the system (persoon made a learning-system to improve this [1]),

The speed of a recognition-system depends on what objects and under what conditions the Objects have to be
recognized, the method being used and the implementation of the method (hardware/software).

For objects, many authors [1,2,3,8,9] are interested in recognizing industrial parts which are almost rigid, two
dimensional and are made by hand. By almost rigid is also meant objects with a slight rigid disturbance like
welded automobile parts [2]. Objects can be classified like figure 1.1 shows.

Fig. 1.1 Classification of objects

Objects

< almost rigid

<rigid entirely rigid

< partly non-rigid

non-rigid
entirely non-rigid

The conditions are bad lighting, partial occlusion, slight physical distortions of the objects and complex envi
ronmental conditions. The conditions can be classified in two major classes: more than one object and only one
object as figure 1.2 shows.

,.----------------------------,

< binary
overlapping < mutual feature use

<
grey

non-mutual feature use
more than one object

. /' distance objects close (comb. expl.)
non-overlappmg "

distance sufficiently large

one object

~
physical disturbed

bad Ii htnin disconnected pans
panially visible g gc::::::::::. connected pans

shadows

~ disconnected pans
highlights ted

connec pans

< independent models
entirely visible

dependent model(s)

Fig. 1.2 Classification of conditions inwhich the objects can be recognized.
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The number of methods are almost unlimited but nevertheless two basic systems can be distinguished [3]:

(1) a system which recognize the complete objects at once,
(2) a system which recognize the objects part by part,

This last system can be divided in two approaches: the first approach is to search for extended features in the
scene first and then verify the generated hypothesis further. The extra time involved is saved back because verifi
cation of the hypothesis is faster if compared with a hypothesis opened with a local feature. The second approach
is to search for local, simple features in the scene first and then verify the generated hypothesis further.

For the interested reader the article of Wallace [4] gives a comparison between recognition-systems developed in
the past. He distinguishes six general methods where the recognition-systems are based upon. The systems main
ly recognize objects/shapes which are two dimensional:

(1) boundary correlation like polygons (Ayache [2]),
(2) the generalized Hough transform,
(3) heuristic search,
(4) relational database measures,
(5) graph matching (Bolles [3]),
(6) relaxation labelling.

1.2 The project-description.

The project-description has a general setup and typical applications could be found in the area of robot-vision.
The description of the project is simple: design and implement a recognition-system that can:

(1) recognize several, different. flat. partially occluded. metallic objects, in several light situations
(see figure 1.3), in a scale-, rotation- and translation independent way.

(2) It must choose relevant features from the models of the objects automatically depending on the
situation in the scene.

Fig. 1.3 lllustration of what is meant by several light situations. The problem is that parts of the object are not visible due to the
fact that the background has a similar greyvalue as parts of the object. The edge of the object is hard to determine.
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(3) It must use contour-segments (suggestion: first and second order bezier-curves) and/or templates
as features.

(4) It must recognize more than 100 different objects, so that the search-strategy is of high importance.

A PAPS-system [5] connected to a SUN workstation with POPLOG [6] as programming environment was
used for program development and experiments.

The project is related to the practical work done by another student whose task it was to recognize a number
of identical, flat. partially occluded, metallic objects under good lighting conditions (binary image) where the
object was black and the background white [7]. The recognition was based on templates and was scale-, rota
tion- and translation independent. The method was specific for the single object which had to be recognized
and no automatic selection of features was done according to the situation in the scene.

To illustrate what is meant by no automatic selection of features: the specific object characterized by 3 holes
and several comers of almost 90 degrees (see figure 1.4) is recognized by:

(1) first determining the holes,
(2) calculating the scale- and angle differences between scene-object and model,
(3) verify the existence of the comers of almost 90 degrees.

The disadvantage of this system is that the holes have to be visible for recognizing the object. Automatic
selection of the features is to use also other features visible in the scene such as the comers (or one comer and
a hole for example) as a starting-point for further verification.

Fig. 1.4 The specific "duck"-object used by [7].

The new task-description is setup in such extent that the previous mentioned system has to be improved; it
must be suitable to recognize several, different objects under several light situations (also binary images
with white objects and a black background). The method must be general to recognize several, different
objects and automatic selection of features has to be done according to the situation in the scene.

One of the reasons for using bezier-curves and subtemplates is that the group has developed several software
packages and hardware systems suitable for respectively handling bezier-curves and matching templates with
the input-image from a CCD camera.
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~ Recognition-systems.

This chapter will give a brief summary of four articles selected from the huge amount of articles and books
published about object-recognition. As for help the basic attributes of a recognition system will be explained
and used to analyse the two major articles. The basic attributes are also used to explain the two methods
introduced in this report.

2.1 The basic attributes of a recognition-system.

A recognition-system contains some basic attributes which will be discussed in this paragraph. First, one has
to determine what objects have to be recognized. Here the choice has already been made: recognition of two
dimensional, rigid, metallic objects. The term 'two dimensional' could better be replaced by 'one orientation
of the projection surface' because our world consists only of three dimensional objects. Less abstract, projec
tion surface could be read as camera-position. The choice of objects that are rigid instead of flexible like for
example a handkerchief, has also its impact on the question:

1. What objects have to be recognized?
(a) dimension,
(b) rigidness,
(c) reflection properties.

After determining this one could ask under what conditions the objects have to be recognized. What about the
lighting situation, overlapping of objects and small physical distortions? So, the second question is :

2. What are the conditions in what the objects have to be recognized ?
(a) lighting situation,
(b) partial occlusion,
(c) physical distortions,
(d) scaling, rotation, translation.

Besides the choice of the kinds of condition, one also has to choose suitable preprocessing operation(s) on the
input-signals, so :

3. What preprocessing operation(s) do you use?

Recognition-systems use object-features to recognize them. The biggest feature one could choose is the object
itself! Depending on the choices made by answering question one, two and three the next question will be :

4. What kind of features do you use?

and

5. Which attributes!parameters do the features have?
(a) size,
(b) relations to other features.

The choice of the features and preprocessing operation(s) makes it possible to design a description of the mod
els of the objects. So, question six and seven will be :

6. Which model-description do you use?

and
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7. How do you match between scene-objects and model-description ?
(a) preprocessing,
(b) tolerances.
(c) efficiency.

After matching of features in the scene against feature-descriptions in the models. hypotheses have to be gener
ated and this leads to lhe last question:

8. How do you handle your hypotheses?
(a) how are you building hypotheses?
(b) how are hypotheses opened?
(c) how are hypotheses verified?
(d) how are hypolheses confmned or rejected (criteria, tolerances) ?

The previous eight questions give the basic attributes of a recognition-system. Figure 2.1 summarizes what is
said above.

objects ?

conditions?

preprocessing?

feature types ?

feature attributes ?

model-descriplioo ?

matching?

hypothesis handling?

Fig. 2.1 Basic questions to answer for building a recognition-system.

2.2 Discussion of four articles.

The articles of Ayache [2] and Bolles [3] are frequently referred to by many authors. For this reason they are
called major articles. First Bolles article will be analysed by filling in the basic attributes of a recognition
system and second Ayaches article will be analysed which improves the system of Bolles on several points.

Bolles and Cain introduce a new method called the local-feature-focus method for recognition and locating
partially visible objects. The basic attributes are:

Objects: two dimensional, rigid objects.
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Conditions: partially visible divided in four classes:

(1) a portion of one object,
(2) two or more objects that may touch one another,
(3) two or more objects that may overlap one another,
(4) one or more objects that may be defective.

Only rotation and translation invariant recognition.

Preprocessing: threshold the grey-level-image resulting in a binary image. The authors have the opinion that
the recognition of an object is independent on how local features are detected.

Feature-types: regions (a hole) and two types of corners (convex and concave).

Feature-attributes: the regions have color, area, axis ratio (ratio of minor/major axes), the corners have the
type and size of included angle as feature-attributes.

Model-description: three descriptions are used:

(1) statistical description with average value and variance of the feature-attributes (if appropriate),
(2) analytical description of the boundaries of the objects.
(3) for every focus-feature a list of nearby features (distance range, orientation and type). This is called a

clique or cluster of features belonging to one model.

Matching: done in software, all possible features are extracted from the input-scene and stored in a table.

Hypotheses handling:

(1) opening of a hypothesis by a local feature,
(2) from that predict a few nearby features,
(3) use graph-matching to verify/identify the largest cluster of features,
(4) if verified assign the clique to a hypothesized model and verify the boundary of scene-object.

The search-strategy is quite simple; the clusters of features distinguish the models. If a cluster is found a few
models have to be verified which are built by such a cluster.

The disadvantages of the system are:

(1) no scale invariant recognition,
(2) no bad lighting condition, less attention to preprocessing part,
(3) finding a maximal clique is rather slow. /

Ayache and Faugeraus introduce a new approach for recognition and positioning of two dimensional objects.
They call it HYPER which stands for HYoptheses Predicted and Evaluated Recursively. With this method
they improve the system of Bolles and Cain. The basic attributes are:

Objects: two dimensional, almost rigid, metallic and plastic objects.

Conditions: partially visible divided in three classes:

(1) metallic and plastic objects causing highlights, shadows, uneven lighting conditions,
(2) almost rigid objects with sprues and dead-head (their sizes are quite variable),
(3) touching and overlapping objects.

15



The objects are recognized rotation and translation invariant The scale may vary 20 to 40%.

Preprocessing: two preprocessing methods are used:

(I) if the contrast is high, threshold grey-image, smooth result with erosion and dilation operations,
(2) if the contrast is low perform two seperate operations: I) use a gradient-filter (Sobel) and threshold

result (= major intensities), 2) use two low-pass-filters and substract the two results (= minor
intensities or zero crossings). Then combine the two images by connecting the edge parts.

After one of these two perprocessing possibilities, extract lists of the connected edge points and approximate
the points with polygons.

Feature-types: only polygons.

Feature-attributes: length, angle (reference is an euclidean plane) and position (midpoint of line-segment).

Model-description: a set of line-segments. Included in this set are private line-segments which are compara
bly longer than the other line-segments.

Matching: match the in beginning private line-segments within estimated tolerances with the line-segments
found in the input-image.

Hypotheses handling:

(I) opening of a hypothesis is done by searching private line-segments within estimated tolerances for length,
and angle,

(2) verify neighbouring line-segments and update the transformation-parameters (scale, angle, position), and
quality-score,

(3) stop matching when a high quality-score is reached or enough hypotheses are verified,
(4) reexaminate the confirmed hypotheses to determine more accurate transformation-parameters.

Advantages of this system are:

(I) the accuracy of the location and rotation-angle of the object using least squareestimate techniques
(Kalman fJlter),

(2) high degree of parallelism to speed up the recognition when parallel-computers are in general use,
(3) small storage-requirements.

The authors have the opinion that more attention must be given to:

(I) rigidity, so how are partially flexible objects recognized, and
(2) improvement of recursive parameter-estimation (scale, angle and position difference between scene-object

and model) because the authors believe that parameter-estimation is basic in many applications.

The system of Bolles and Cain has been improved by this system concerning speed and recognition under bad
lighting conditions and other disturbances. To recognize in scale invariant way causes problems for both meth
ods; Ayache scale-tolerances are only up to 40%.

There are two more articles to mention: from Koch [8] and Amini [9].

Koch uses also polygons like Ayache but the lines are connected in the model-description (polygon-fragments)
to form a comer for example. The method is first looking for pOlygon-fragments and not a single private line
segment as what Ayache does. Koch has the opinion that his system is better then Ayaches because it produces
more satisfactory results for heavily occluded objects. The system does not recognize in a scale invariant way.
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Amini tries to recognize rigid objects more in the field of medical applications. The preprocessing results in a
image which contains unconnected boundaries. The model-description is build out of a list of boundary-frag
ments or edge-segments (not lines, but curve-fragments like shape-elements like templates) with information
how the edge-segments are situated. All shape-elements found are used to open hypotheses which are verified
in parallel (so no starting-point for the contour verification is needed). As a result an object could be recog
nized more than once, or quoting the author: "all edge-segments building a contour votes for a contour
hypothesis". The contour-hypothesis with the most votes is verified on more global features and forms the
fmal output of the system. Also here, the system does not recognize in a scale invariant way.
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~ Some properties of POP-II.

Because POP-ll is used for the two methods which are developed and described in this report some properties
of this programming language will be explained.

The programming language POP-ll is a stack oriented language [6]. The assignment of values to variables is
syntactically done by an arrow directed to the right The value is put on the stack (a double arrow -» puts
the value twice on the stack). For example, to swap to values x and y one defmes the routine swap(a,b) -> a 
> b;. But this could also be done by using the stack only. The listings for both methods are shown in figure
3.1.

define swap(a,b) -> a -> b;
enddefUle;

swap(x,y) .> y -> x;

;;; also possible is :

x; ;;;push x on lhe stack
y -> x -> y; ;;;push y on stack and pop x and y

Fig. 3.1 The routine swapO;.

By convention the author has defined constants with capital letters in their names. Oatastructures begin with a
"0_". Oatastructures can easily be defined by recordclasses. Figure 3.2 gives an example of the definition and
syntactic to assign values of a datastructure.

recordclass student
name
age;

vars D_a_student;
consstudent("john". 20) .> D_a_student;

if johns_binhday lhen
age(D_a_student) + 1 .> age(D_a_student);

endif;

Fig. 3.2 Example of how to defme datastructures and assign their values.

In both methods only programming structures related to Pascal or C have been used. This makes it possible to
convert the programs with less problems to Pascal or C which are faster languages. And for the reader with
only knowledge of Pascal or/and C the programs are easier to understand.
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Part II

Object-recognition based on closed contours,
using histograms as modeJ
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1. Introduction

This part of the report will deal with recognition of objects based on their
closed contours. The problem how to obtain these contours and divide
them into segments is not the major problem which has been tried to solve.
The approach here is to accept the fact that segmentation methods are still
not able to divide the contours of identical, randomly positioned objects in
identical segments. From a philosophical point of view one could state that
all these" identical" objects differ from the exact model-description due to
slight physical and system disturbances. Only by accepting tolerances by
comparison of the model description and the scene description, one could
say that the objects are closely related with the models and are" recognized" .

The objects to be recognized, are rigid, two-dimensional objects made by
man. This means that the exact model-description of the objects are known.
Characters have been used because of their distinct edges, but also because
the segmentation method used, is looking for boundary segments where the
objects are made of: bezier-curves. So using the known model-description of
the objects it is expected that the segmentation-" errors" can be minimized.
As a consequence, the recognition tolerances can be kept low and the dis
crimination between the models is increased! As a start however, only first
order bizier-curves have been used (polygons).

Another demand for the recognition system was to recognize objects which
are partially visible due to overlapping or bad light conditions. This impor
tant demand is not been met by all recognition methods based on closed
contours developed in the past. For example, Persoon and Fu [1] have
described a method to discriminate between shapes of entirely visible hand
written characters of the Mundson data set using fourier descriptors. The
method is sensitive for little distortions and fourier-descriptors of partially
occluded objects are not at all related to the fourier-descriptors of the indi
vidual visible objects.

More demands can be added. What about the speed of recognition (search
problem) and capability of implementing the method easily in hardware?
For these last two demands the method described here has some very inter
esting properties but these have not been worked out in more detail.
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1. The recognition tools.

This chapter describes the major recognition-tool used for the first recognition-method. The tools are devel
oped at Philips Research laboratories. For the hardware a PAPS (picture Acquistion and Processing System) is
used to get grey-level images which are thresholded and passed through to the SUN system. Here, the binary
images are converted to sun-raster-files - srf for short - and from this point on software developed by E. Pol
[2] is used. The software is a package which computes first- and second order bezier-curves. This major tool
will be explained.

Bezier-curves are widely used in computer graphics and computer aided design [2,3]. This popularity is due to
the fact that bezier-curves posses a number of interesting properties that are very useful for the design of
images and objects. As an illustration, the description language postscript contains facilities for using bezier
curves by the design of letter-fonts [3].

A nth order bezier-curve like B(t) = (Bx(t), By(t)) is drawn dermed by n+l control points Pi for i = [O,n].

For example see figure 2.1 for a second-order bezier-curve.

Fig. 2.1 A second order bezier-cuIVe and its controle points PO. PI and P2.

A bezier-curve, like B(t) = (Bx(t), By(t)), has the following (major) properties:

(1) a bezier-curve is a polynomial,
(2) a bezier-curve is easy computable.

Insight in the first property is given by deriving a general expression for a second order bezier-curve B(t) for
t=[O,I] as depicted in figure 2.1. One get a binomial expression for B(t) which is a polynomial to t:

Insight in the second property is given by designing a recursive procedure draw(PO,P1'p2) which draws every

point B(t) as shown in figure 2.1. One get the following very short program:

define draw(PO,PI,P2);
if box(po,Pl,P2) is smaller then 2x2 pixels
then set(PO,PI,P2) black
else draw(PO,PO/2+PI/2,PO/4+PI/2+P2/4) and draw(PO/4+Pl/2+P2/4,Pl/2+P2/2,P2);

enddefine;
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The software package contains a number of C-programs:

(1) SRF2CTL, which stands for sun-raster-file to contour-list. This program searches for closed boundaries in
binary images. The direction of the contour-points is clockwise if the object within the
the closed boundary is white on a black back-ground.

(2) CTL2LIN, which stands for contour-list to linear bezier-curves (polygons). The program uses two para
meters, one for switching a cut-point search on (search for "the most natural" cut-point)
and the upper bound of the approximation error between contour and bezier<urve.

(3) CTL2BZ, which stands for contour-list to second order bezier-curves. It is further identical to the
previous program.

(4) LIN2S0RT and BZ2S0RT,
which sons out the line-segments (given by their control points) or second order bezier-curves
segments (also given by their control points) so that the segments lay in sequence along the
contour.

(5) LIN2PS and BZ2PS,
which stands for line-segment or second order bezier-curves to postscript (for laserprinter or
screen).
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~ The recognition method.

In this chapter first the list-histograms transform will be discussed and after that the recognition-system
based on this transformation is explained by filling the basic attributes of a recognition-system introduced in
chapter 2 of part I of this report.

3.1 The list-histograms transform.

In this paragraph the list-histograms transform is explained as an abstraction of the recognition-system being
introduced. It is claimed that every segmentation method of contours of objects produces segments which have
attributes expressed in numbers. Theses numbers can be put in lists in right order along the contours. The
abstraction now is to look at lists only and perform the developed list-histograms transform onto it.

3.1.1 The list-bags transform

To begin with the theory a few definitions have to be made:

Definition 1

l:i" i x is a list and i E )./

Definition 2

l:i"i XI is a list-element with i,l E )./

Definition 3

Definition 4

Definition 5
A i+1 A i Ai, h . I II

L..\ Xl = L..\ Xl - L..\ XI+ll WIt t, E,/II
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Definition 6
A bag B is a finite, unordered collection of real numbers possibly containing
duplicates.

It is possible to express the elements of list fli x1 in terms of the elements of
the list fl °XI with i E J/:

Lenuna 1

Proof
Allthough this lemma is rather trivial, the proof will be given in more detail.
The binomial coefficients will be made equal to f(i,p).
By induction to i the basis will be :

i = 0, so

(1) f(O,O) = 1

The hypothesis will be :

i = n + 1, so

(2) f(n + l,p+ 1) = f(n,p) + f(n,p+ 1)

According to rule (1) and (2) function f(n, p) behaves like the rules of the
binomial coefficients 0

Before explaining how the transformation on a concatenation of two identi
cal lists works, a lemma for the transformation of list flOx is given. The list
will be transformed to the 'bag'-domain.

LeIIllIla 2

For a list flOx and for bags B i with i = [0, n - 1] containing all elements of
the lists fli x with n = #flox, it is claimed that:

flox ¢} B i , i= [O,n -1]
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Proof

The reconstruction from n bags back to the list .6.Ox is done in n stages. First
bag B n - 1 will reconstruct list .6.n - 1x which contains one element .6.n

-
1Xl.

Then list .6.n-2x is reconstructed out of the two elements of bag B n - 2 using
definition 5. By verifying the following equations

.6.n - 1xl = .6.n - 2xl - .6. n - 2x2 and

.6.n
- 1xl = .6.n - 2x2 - .6. n

-
2xl

it is possible to get the right sequence of the elements from the bag. This
process is continuing until list .6.°Xk with n elements is reconstructed. To
prove that, consider a list .6.'x from which list .6.'-lx is reconstructed:

.6.'x = [.6.'XI, .6.'X2).6.'X3) ... ,.6.'xn _,]

Then list .6.'-lx can be constructed by taking u (unknown) at front like:

A,-1 [ A' A' A' ]~ x= U,U-~Xl,U-~Xl-~X2,....

The value of u must be found in bag B,-l and can be computed by solving:

sum of all elements in bag B,-l = (n-i)u-(n-s·-I).6.'xl-(n-i-2).6.'x2-'"

As a remark) the reconstruction of list .6.'-lx from list .6.'x resembles with
taking the integral of list .6.'x 0

The lemma is interesting because the numbers in the list is so decomposed
from their sequence.
For example consider the list .6.Ox = [2,6,4,2]. Figure 3.1 shows the lists
.6.'x with i = [0)3] and the bags B' with i = [0,3] (= 'bag'-domain). Here
the bags-elements will be denoted between { } and lists-elements between
[] tokens. First, the derivation of the of the differential-lists is given. The
second column gives the reconstruction back to list .6.Ox beginning with list
.6.3x which contains one element.

The previous definitions and lemma 2 will be of help to understand the
not fully proven following theorem which forms the basis of the theory in
troduced.

Theorem 1

For a list .6.Ox equal to the concatenation of two identical lists .6.0y and
for bags B' with i = [0, m - I] and m = #.6.0y containing all list-elements
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lists => bags
~ox [ 2, 6, 4, 2] => { 2 62 4}
~lx [-4, 2, 2] => { 2 -42 }
~2x [-6, 0] => { 0-6 }
~3x [-6] => {-6 }

~3x [-6] <= {-6 }
~2x [-6, 0] <= { 0-6 }
A,lx [-4, 2, 2] <= { 2 -4 2 }
~ox [ 2, 6, 4, 2] <= {2624}

Figure 3.1: Example for the reversible list-bags-transform.

~iXI with I = [I,m], it is claimed that:

A,°x => B i
, i = [O,m - 1]

~ox' <= B i , i = [O,m -1]

° ° ' []~ Yk = ~ xk+,.., k = 1, m

so, the list-bags transform is reversible except for an offset T = [0, m].

"Proof"
As a suggestion the proof of the theorema can be done in two steps using
lemma 2 as a start.

Step 1 :
Take for bag B m - 1 one element aselect and reconstruct list ~Ox following
the reconstruction process introduced to prove lemma 2. More than one list
can be reconstructed if bag Bm-l contains this aselect chosen element more
than once. By fetching the elements put in bag B m - 1 one by one the result
is m lists.

Step 2 :
These m resulting lists must be put together to get one list. This must be
possible in an unique way 0

For example consider list ~Ox = [2,6,4,2,2,6,4,2] which is equal to the
concatenation of two identical lists ~0y = [2,6,4,2]. Figure 3.2 gives an
idea of the reconstruction. Here the decomposition is done using the last
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lists
~ox

~lx

~2x

~3x

Step 1 gives:

=>
[ 2, 6, 4, 2, 2, 6, 4, 2] =>

[-4, 2, 2, 0,-4, 2, 2] =>
[-6, 0, 2, 4,-6, 0] =>

[-6,-2,-2,10,-6] =>

bags
{4226}
{ 02 2 -4 }
{ 2 0 -64 }

{ -2 -2 -6 10 }

[-6]
[-60]

[-422]
[ 2 642]

[10]
[ 4 -6]

[0 -4 2]
[ 2 264]

[-2]
[ 2 4]

[ 2 0 -4]
[ 4226]

[-2]
[02]

[ 2 2 0]
[ 6 422]

Step 2 finally taking 'triangle 10' at front:

[ ., 2, 2, 6, 4, 2, 2, 6]
[ ., 0,-4, 2, 2, 0,-4]

[ " 4,-6, 0, 2, 4]
[ .,10,-6,-2,-2]

Figure 3.2: Example for the reversible list-bags transform for a list built out
of two identical lists.

four elements of the lists to put in the corresponding bags. From the bags
back step 1 of the reconstruction is performed resulting in 4 lists-'triangles'.

Step 2 results in a list equal to [4,2,2,6,4,2,2,6] if triangle 10 is taken at
front. The list ~ 0y equals [2,6,4,2] so T = 2 in ~°X~+r'

The list which is built out of two identical lists can be seen as a periodic
list.

3.2 The bag-histogram transform

In this paragraph a second transfo,rmation, the bag-histogram transform,
is introduced. It transforms lists via bags obtained by the list-bags trans
form to histograms. So one could distinguish between three domains: lists,
bags and histograms.
From definition 6 a bag contains real numbers. The bag-histogram trans
form puts these numbers in categories with precisely defined boundaries.
The size of the boundaries depends on the number of the categories NeAT
but also on the smallest and largest number which can be put in the bags.
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The smallest number will be denoted by 6.Omin and the largest with 6.°max.
Every list 6.i x has it's minimum and maximum boundaries which are depen
dent on the boundaries of the zero-order list 6.Ox and these will be denoted
by 6.'min and 6.'max respectively. The category-size cat' will be as follows:

Theorem 2

Proof

From lemma 1 it is possible to define 6.'min as :

Similar, 6. 'max will be defined as :

By substition of 6.'min and 6.'max in the first equation in theorem 1 get
theorem 2 0

Because the bag-elements are put into categories with size cat, it is ex
pected that this will influence the reversibility, so expanding theorem lone
get:

Theorem 3
6.°X=:;. B' =:;. H' , i = [0, m - 1]

6.°X' <= B'

° ° '6. YJc = 6. xJc+l'"

where H' are the histograms with category-size cat'. So, the bag-histogram
transform is not reversible except when cat' = o. When transforming from
histograms to bags the list-elements in the bags contain errors. The error
in a 6.'xl can be denoted as 6.'8 so 6.'xm 'n + p' cat, = 6.'xl + 6.'8, where
o~ p < NeAT with p E )./ and 16.'81 ~ cat,.
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3.2 Recognition with histograms.

This paragraph will explain the basic attributes of the recognition-system using the list-histograms trans
fonn. These basic attributes build up a general recognition-system as described in part I of this report.

Objects, conditions and preprocessing

The objects to be recognized are just shapes which fits within the field of view of the camera. The boundary of
the shapes must be easy to detennine. Although first-order bezier-curves as segments are used and not second
order bezier-curves. the shapes chosen are designed by second-order bezier-curves. This makes it possible to
compare the recognitions-perfonnance in a system using first-order bezier-curves with the recognition
perfonnance of a future system which uses second-order bezier-curves to segment the contours of the shapes.
Letters of the times-font have been used as shapes.

The conditons are that the shapes have to be recognized also when they are partially occluded and have slight
distortions (see figure 3.1). They must be recognized in a scale and rotation-invariant way.

Fig. 3.1 Slighl disturbed shape.

The preprocessing is done using the software-package of E. Pol explained in the previous chapter. First the
grey-level-image is thresholded resulting in a binary image. Then the closed contours in this binary image are
detennine resulting in a list of edge points. From this list the contours are segmented in first- (or second
order) bezier-curves. see figure 3.2

o

Fig. 3.2 Preprocessing Sleps, from left to right: binary image, boundary points, flrsl-order bezier segmenlation, second-order
bezier segmentation.

The upper bound of the approximation-error - u.a.e. for short - is a very sensitive parameter which has to be
chosen properly according to the resolution the shapes are sensored in. Figure 3.3 gives the results of three
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values of the u.a.e. (1.0, 1.5 and 2.0) only for the fust-order bezier-curve segmentation.

Fig. 3.3 Three different segmentation results for an upperbound app. error of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Qeft to right)

By studying figure 3.3, an u.a.e. with value 1.5 is the best; for the other two the segments are respectively
too small or too large because too much details are missing.

Feature types and attributes

The feature-types are line-segments with as attributes their length (0 to 100 pixels) and angles (from -180 to
180 degrees) between them. The angles are defmed as shown in figure 3.4 where two connected line-segments
are drawn. Here. line-segment one is followed by number two. So, the direction of the contour is from left
to right. The angle is defmed positive as its direction is anti-clockwise.

Fig. 3.4 Definition of the angle between two line-segments. The angle here is negative.

Model-description

The model-description of a shape is the average set of histograms of several example shapes. More precisely, a
model is equal to:

z
H~ode1 := L H; / Z. where i=O.... ,MO. MO :S ~(nj)

j=l J

Here, MO is standing for Maximal Order (of the histograms) and n. is the length of the list of example shape
J

j and Z is the number of example shapes.
The histograms of the shapes are obtained by applying the list-histograms transform to their lists which
contains three kinds of numbers(the three types are denoted by the variable SEL (selector»:
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SEL = 1, list contains only the length of the line-segments (from 0 to 100 pixels).
SEL = 2, list contains only the angles between the line-segments (from -180 to 180 degrees).
SEL = 3, list contains both length and angles (in pairs, the numbers lay in the range -180 to 180).

The last option is somewhat strange perhaps, because two dimensions are mixed together. Anyway, because
the list-bags transfonn is reversable and the numbers of length and angles have almost the same size no
problems are expected. If a fourth option could be used where length and angle histograms were seperately
used, this third option is even better because the infonnation what length is coupled to what angle of a line
segment is not missing.

Figure 3.4 shows five model-descriptions for the S, X, Y, V and W shapes. These shapes are chosen because of
the similarities between the shapes X,Y,V,W and the less similarity between the S shape and X,Y,V,W.
From figure 3.4 one can see that the histograms differ enough to distinguish the models. As expected the S
shape differ more from the others. As a remark the zero-order histogram does not contain enough infonnation
to distinguish the models.

Matching

The matching between the model histograms and the input histograms is done by means of a match score.
Compared with other recognition-systems where the matching of model and scene objects is done part by part
here the complete model description is matched against the input-description of every shape or clusters of
overlapping shapes found in the scene.

For a non-overlapping shape the following match-score is defmed:

MO NCAT

ms:= L L
i=O x=1

Here, the H with subscript "input" is a histogram of an input shape found in the scene. NCAT is the number
of categories. The match score is not necessarily the best match score what can be defined.

For a cluster of two or more different or identical overlapping shapes a similar match score is used. Here the
model-histograms are equal to a linear combination of all possible models which can be found in the cluster
shape. If the system contains two models, the model histograms are equal to:

To give the reader more insight in what is happening when two model-histograms are added and used to
recognize a contour existing of parts of two krlown shapes, consider as a beginning figure 3.5. This figure
shows a list [xl,x2,x3] which is transfonned by the list-bags transfonn (see paragraph 3.1) resulting in a
triangle and a square of numbers. The numbers in the square fill the bags: the top-row numbers fill the
lowest order bag and the bottom row numbers fill the highest order bag. This representation of lists and bags
is used to explain why two added model histograms with lists L1 and L2 can be a model to recognize a
contour composed of two shape parts p(Ll) and p(L2) together with some undefmed line segments I which
belong neither to L1 nor to L2. If the list-bags transfonn is applied to this input contour Li = I + p(Ll) + I
+ p(L2), one gets a situation drawn in figure 3.6. The triangles of p(Ll) and p(L2) in the triangle-square
representation of the Li contour are found in the triangle-square representations of the L 1 and L2 contours~

The other numbers in the squares cause an offset for the match score. For this reason the match score between
the histograms of the scene shapes with these combined models cannot be compared with the match score
obtained by matching single model histograms and histograms of the scene shapes.
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Fig. 3.4 The model-description for five different shapes, with Z=16, M0=8, SEL=3 and NeAT=100 (number of categories,
see paragraph 3.1). The order of the histograms increases from left to right from top to bonom.
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Fig. 3.5 The triangle and square of a list [xl,x2,x3] obtained by applying the list-bags transform.

Fig. 3.6 The triangle/square representation of list Li • L1 and L2 (see text for explanation).

Hypotheses handling

This method uses the entire model description fOf a match between models and input shapes so no hypotheses
handling is involved (see chaptef 2 part I).
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~ The reco1mition program.

This chapter will mainly give documentation on the program. The listings - the program is divided in five
modules - are found in appendix I. First the datastructures and modules will be discussed and after that an
example of how the main-program could look like is explained. Figure 4.1 shows the relations between
datafields (ellipses) and procedures (rectangles). For a good understanding. chapter 3 of part I explains some
properties of POP-II and some conventions.

~
...~

0
·······

L(.,.,.)

• •••••• ••••• ••• •••••• • •••

make_modeC
hist*

divide

compare_
input_hists*

substract

add

compare

~
•••. convenion-module

.::Ji .Rl::' mamemaue&-module

II other-module

Fig. 4.1 Relations between datafields and procedures.
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4.1 The datastructures.

There are two globally declared datastructures found in the library "lib/arrays.p". The arrays are defined as:

(1) L(index,selector,contour)
(2) H(category,order,histogram)

The L-array is a three dimensional array and stands for "list". The dimensions are:

index - this index points to the numbers in a list like length or angles of the contour,
selector - this index selects the three options denoted by the system constant SEL (see paragraph 3.2),
contour - this index points to the contours found in a scene.

The H-array is also a three dimensional array and stands for "histogram". The dimensions are:

category - this index points a category in a histogram,
order - this index is the order of a histogram,
histogram - this index is a number of one histogram cluster.

By convention the names of the arrays, not only the L- and H-array, are started with a capitallener.

4.2 The modules.

Conversion-module

The conversion module converts data from one "data-field" to another and is found in the library
"lib/conversion.p". The following "datafields" can be distinguished:

(1) "camera", here the binary image in meant standing in a sun raster file.
(2) "file", here the line-segments flle is meant, normally with an extension .ctl.lin.sort in the fllename.
(3) "list", here the L-array is meant.
(4) "hist", here the H-array is meant.
(5) "window", here a window produced by the pop window manager is meant

There are six procedures working on theses datafields:

(1) camera_toJl1e(input_srf); { aways to inputfile )
(2) file_to_lists(filename);
(3) file_to_window(filename) -> window_id;
(4) lisuo_hist(selector,contour,hnumber,max_order);
(5) hisCto_window(histogram,window_name,max_order) -> window_id;
(6) save_window(window_id,filename);

The procedure-names explains what the procedure do.

Mathematical-module

The mathematical module contains mathematical procedures for handling histograms denoted by their number
in the H-array (the index "histogram"). The listing of this module is found in the library "lib/math.p".

There are three procedures performing the elementairy mathematical operations on the histograms like
addition, substraction and so on but also a procedure which calculates the match-scores between input and
model-histograms:

(1) add_hists(hin1,hin2,hout,max_order);
(2) sub_hists(hin1,hin2,hout,max_order);
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(3) div_hist(hin,hout,z,max_order);
(4) compare_hists_mi(hmodel,hinput,max_order) -> mi_score;

The mi-score is a match-score between two clusters of histograms (model and input) as defmed in paragraph
3.2, but then divided by MO.

Divers-module

The divers module contains three procedures found in the library "lib/other.p". These procedures are:

(1) make_model_hist(lnputhists,modelhist,max_order);
(2) compare_input_hists(Modelhists,Inputhists,max_order); ( -> Match_scores;)
(3) princmatchresultsO; ( Match_scores )

The procedures uses the arrays InputhistsO and ModelhistsO which contains the numbers of the histogram
clusters found in the global array H(.,.,histogram). Both Modelhists(O) and Inputhists(O) contain the numb
ber of models and input histogram clusters respectively.

The fIrst procedure makes a model histogram cluster (the cluster contains "max_order" histograms) where the
array Inputhists contains the numbers of the histogram clusters of the example shapes.

The second procedure compares the input histogram clusters with the modeldescription and puts the match
scores in the array Match_scores(model,input). The third procedure prints the results.

The three arrays Inputhists, Modelhists and Match_score are found in the library "lib/arrays.p".

4.3 The main program.

As an example how the main-program could look like the fIle with name "hisUive_Ietters.p" contains a
main program description for matching 80 input-shapes on 5 models of S,X,Y,V and W. It fIlls the H-array
with 80 input histogram clusters and from that 5 model histogram clusters are computed.

The main program contains three types of system-constants, see fIgure 4.1

SYSTEM CONSTA,Vrs

constant NCAT=I00; ;;; nlDllber of categories
constant M0=8; ;;; max order of histogram
constant SEL=3; ;;; selector between lines I. angles 2, and combi 3.

constant NMOD=5; ;;; number of models
constant NINP=80; ;;; number of inputs
constant TMOD=80; ;;; top of area for storing histogram-models in H(.,.,TMOD)

constant NH=3; ;;; number of horizontal histgrams in draw proc.
constant MULT=IO; ;;; multipler for histogram draw

Fig. 4.1 The system-constants of the main-program.

The fIrst three constants are already known to the reader (see paragraph 3.2). The recognition-performance is
highly dependent on the values of these constants.

The second three constants are used in the "divers module" where the number of models, number of input
shapes and the top of the area in the H-array for storing histogram cluster models are needed.

The last two constants are used in the procedure "hisuo_windowO" found in the conversion module. NH
gives the number of horizontal histograms in the window and MULT is a multiplier factor to enlarge the his
tograms values.
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~ The reco2nition performance.

The method is tested on two types of input scenes: one in which the shapes are entirely visible and one in
which the shapes are partially visible due to overlapping and slight distortions.

5.1 Entirely visible shapes.

Two experiments are carried out with nine letters: four pairs (Q,D), (X,Y), (P,R), (V ,W), and one single

letter S. The pairs contain two letters which are closely related. Notice that PeR. Only the outer contours
are used. The models were built out of 16 example shapes, see for example figure 5.1 for 8 example shapes of
the S. The shapes are positioned wildly under the camera resulting in little segmentation-errors of the
physically identical shapes.

Fig. 5.1 Eight example shapes of a S to build up a model.

First, an experiment was carried out where all example-shapes (so, where the models were built of) were
matched against the 9 models. The model matched against an input-shape with the lowest match-score was
said to belong to that input-shape. This experiment was meant to find out if the models did not resemble too
much. The setting of the system-constants MO, NCAT and SEL and the results are shown in figure 5.2. The
error-rate is defined as:

error-rate := (number of input-shapes false recognized! total number of input-shapes) x 100% [1].

Second, an experiment was carried out were different input shapes were matched against the 9 models. The
setting of the system constants MO, NCAT and SEL and the results of this experiment can be found in figure
5.3.

The error-rate was not zero in both experiments. The reasons for that are:

(1) the bag-histogram transform is not completely reversible,
(2) the shapes are theoretically too close despite the choice ofZ, NCAT, SEL, u.a.e and MO.
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As expected, the second experiment has a larger error-rate because the input shapes are not building up the
model histograms. The reason why the P-model produces low match-scores is probably because the number of
line-segments are comparably less than the other shapes. To improve this the match-score dermed has to be
altered so that the length of a shape is, in away, nonnalised.
As expected also, the R is recognized as a P because of the great resemblance between the shapes. The results
illustrate that "slight distortions" are allowed. The recognition result for the W is probably also explained
by the fact the Y-shape contains less segments.

MODELS

QD X YSPRVW

Q

D

X

Y

S

P

R

v

W

16

16

14 2

IS 1

IS 1

16

1 IS

16

1 15

NCAT=I00

MO=14

SEL=3

u.ae. = 1.5

error rate = 3.4%

Fig. 5.2 Match-matrix as a result of the match between the example-shapes and models.
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2 2 12

6 1 1 8

NCAT=I00

MO= 14

SEL=3

u.a.e. = 1.5

error rate =19.4%

Fig. 5.3 Match-matrix as a result of the match between different-input-shapes and models.

The system-constants MO, NeAT and SEL are seperately tested on their influence on the recognition
perfonnane of the system. It was found that:
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(1) the MO with an upper bound of the maximum length of a list is not very influencing the recognition
performance. An MO=I tested in another experiment of three model-histograms (build out of 8 of
the following example shapes S,X,Y) gave an increase of20% more recognition-errors.

(2) the NCAT must not be chosen neither too small nor too large. Experiments have turned out that the
influence of this constant on the recognition-performance is also dependent on the values of the
other constants (see figure 5.4).

(3) the SEL gives the best results when its value is 3 meaning that the length and angle number pairs put in
a list gives the best results so far (also tried on a system with three model histograms of S,X and Y).

To give an idea how the values of NCAT, MO and the error-rate are related, up to 24 experiments like the
first described, are carried out. Five models are derived from 16 example-shapes by several values of NCAT
and MO. The five shapes are the S,V,W,X and Y. As expected the error-rate is higest when MO is chosen
zero (so, only one histogram can then distinguish the shapes). When MO is increased more information in the
list where the histograms are derived from, is available resulting in a higher degree of selectivity between the
shapes Oess recognition-errors). Another observation is that the number of categories have to be increased if
MO is also increased to maintain a low error-rate. This has the disadvantage that the recognition-time is
increased. For the recognition of the five shapes in these experiments a good choice is NCAT=200 and MO=8
resulting in a error-rate of zero, see figure 5.4.

error·rate

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

NeAT

100 200 300 400

Fig. 5.4 Recognition-perfonnance dependent on several values of NCAT and MO (Z=16. SEL=3, five model-shapes
S.V,W;x,y)

There are also some scaling experiments carried out. It followed that the scale may vary circa 25% when the
size of a category in a histogram is 360/NCAT with NCAT=I00 and SEL=3 (the average length of a line
segment of the used shapes is 20).

5.2 Partially visible shapes.

Also an experiment with partially occluded known shapes is carried out. In this experiment the D,Q,X and Y
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shapes were involved. The input scene was made by putting transparences of the shapes on eachother. As a
result 12 input-scenes were created: 3 combinations of two shapes XY, OX and DQ sorted for 4 increasing
occlusion-degrees were given to the recognition-system to recognize (only the outer contour of the occluded
shapes were used as input), see figure 5.5.

o
o

Fig. 5.5 The 12 input-scenes used in the experiment forr~ognizing occluded shapes.

These particular shapes were chosen because OX lays almost in the middle of XY and OQ in the classification
space. So, it was expected that the OX input scenes were sensitive to be recognized falsely. The system con
tained 3 combined model-histograms as explained in paragraph 3.2 of the shapes XY, OX and OQ calculated
from the model.histograms built out of 16 example-shapes of O,Q,x and Y.
The result and corresponding settings of the system-constants are shown in figure 5.6. Here, the input scenes
of XY,OX and OQ are numbered one to four which are the situations from top to bottom in figure 5.4.

The results are somewhat strange because the XY shape is not recognized. No suggestion how that is possible
have been put forward so far.
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Fig. 5.6 The match-matrix as a result of the matches between the 12 input-scenes and the 3 combined models.
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~ Conclusions and recommendations.

The list-histograms transfonnation has turned out to be a very interesting transfonnation in the area of
pattern-recognition where shapes to be recognized can be described by their closed contours. The
transfonnation has the following advantages:

(1) shapes can be recognized when they are slightly distorted,
(2) the beginning of the contour segments is not needed,
(3) partially overlapping shapes can be recognized, besides from the unsolved, undesirable recognition result

in one of the experiments, see paragraph 5.2,
(4) the transfonnation and matching of models and input shapes is fast and can easily be implemented in

hardware.

The method has also a few disadvantages:

(1) shapes described by two or more closed contours present problems to the method,
(2) shapes where the contour is divided in two or more closed contours due for example to bad lightning,

presents also problems for the method,
(3) the recognition perfonnances are sensitive to the system-parameters (u.ae, Z, SEL, MO, NeAT),
(4) the method is not completely scale invariant (depends on the value of the SEL constant).

The method can be improved on a number of points:

(1) derme a better match-score where the length of the lists are, in a way, nonnalised.
(2) work out a search-strategy with binary trees.
(3) work out a method where entirely visible but also partially visible shapes can be recognized together.
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Main program "histo_five_letters.p"

~

This program is a collection of procedures which must
examine the valuability of the histogram-transfonn.

~

LIBRARIES

r-/pop/cpaps2/poplog/lib'] <> popuseslist·> popuseslist;

CONVENTION: all arrays stans with a capital charaaer.

It contains the following procedures working on global arrays

A. Conversion procedures between "camera","f1le","list"."hist" and "window".

L(index,selector.contour)
H(index,order.histogram)

" USTS ARRAY"
" mSTOGRAMS ARRAY"

uses arrays;
uses conversion;
uses math;
uses other,
;;;uses cpaps2;
;;;uses leesin_bin;

~

MAIN PROGRAM.

O. camera_to_file(input_srf); ( aways to inputfile )
J. file_to_lists(filename);
2. file_to_window(filename) -> window_id;
3. list_to_hist(selector,contour,hnumber,max_order);
4. hist_to_window(histogram,window_name,mu_order) -> window_id;
5. save_window(window_id.filename);

B. Math procedures.

6. add_hists(hin 1.hin2,hout,mall_order);
7. sub_hists(hin I ,hin2,hout,mu_order);
S. compare_hisls_rom(hmodell ,hmodeJ2,mu_order) -> rom_score;
9. compare_hisls_mi(hmodel,hin.max_order) -> mi_score;
10. div_hist(hin,hout,z,mu_order);

C. Other procedures.

II. make_model_hist(lnputhists,modelhist,mu_order);
12. compare_input_hists(Modelhists,Inputhists,mu_order); ( -> Match_scores;)
13. print_matchresultsO; ( Match_scores)

REMARK: Inputhists and Modelhists first element contains length array.
Match_scores has two indices e.g. 'model' and 'input'.
Above arrays are global

Author: M.K. van Di]K,
Date: jan 1989../
2000ooo·> popmem1im;

~

SYSTEM CONSTANfS

constant NCAT=l00; ;;; number of categories
constant MO=S; ;;; mu order of histogram
constant SEL=3; ;;; selector between lines I. angles 2. and combi 3.

constant NMOD=5; ;;; number of models
constant NINP=SO; ;;; number of inputs
constant TMOD=80; ;;; top of area for storing histogram-models in H(.•.•TMOD)

constant NH=3; ;;; number of horizontal histgrams in draw proc.
constant MULT=lO; ;;; multipler for histogram draw
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vars input_srf = 'Ihorne/u l/rvdijklpop/cpaps2Jbezierfmput.srf';
vars window, number, count, letter,
vars model, input;
vars inputfl1e = •-lpop/cpaps2lbezierfmput.ctl.lin.sort';

pr{newline);
pr{'MAKE MODEL mSTOGRA.\.1S'); pr(newline);

'ss' .> N_m( 1);
'VS' -> N_m( 2);
'WS' -> N_m( 3);
'X8' -> N_m( 4);
'YS' -> N_m( 5);

~

For the H -array: H(.•.,n

1=(1 SO] contains inputhists for every letters 16 examples.
1=(81 S6] contains modelhiSls of s,v,w,x and y.

;;; ftll H(.,.,I) 1=[1 SO] and 1=[Sl 86]

for model from 1 to 5 do
for count from I to 2 do

file_lo_window(' -lpop/cpaps2/polygonf><N_m(model»<coont>
<' .ctl.lin.sort') -> window;

file_to_lis15(' -/pop/cpaps2/polygon/'><.'"_m(model )><count>
<·.ctl.lin.sort');

for letter from 1 to S do
list_to_hist(SEL,letter,letter+(count-I) ·S+(model-l)·2· S~\1O);
letter+(count-l )·S+(model-l)·2·S -> InputhistsOener+(coum-l)·S);

endfor,
endfor;
16 -> Inputhists(O);
make_model_hist(model+TMOD.MO);
hisl_to_window(TMOD+model,'window ',MO) -> window;

endfor,

;;; ftll Inputhists and Modelhists.

for input from I to TMOD do
input -> Inputhists(input);

endfor,



TMOD -> InputhislS(O);
formodelfrom IlONMODdo

model+TMOD -> Modelhisls(model);

endfor,
NMOD -> Modelhisls(O);

;;;pr(newline);
;;;pr('READ INPUT IMAGE'); pr(newline);
;;;camera_loJtle(inpul_srf);
;;;fLle_lO_drawing(inputftle);

pr('MATCH WITH DATABASE '); pr(newline);
compare_inpul_hists(MO);

pr('OUTPUT RESULT); pr(newline);
prinl_malchresultsO;
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Module datastructures "lib/arrays.p

,.
This library is used in the program 'hist_five_leners.p' which is wrinen
to examine the valuability of the list-histograms transform.

Author. M.K. Van DiJ"k,
Date: jan. 1989.

ARRAYS

=

,.
ARRAY CONSTANTS

constant NL=40; ;;; max number of lines and angles
constant NC=10; ;;; max number of contours
constant NHIST=IOO; ;;; max number of histograms.
constant ML=300; ;;; max length of a line

,.
L is a three-dimensional array and stands for 'list'.

I. The first dim is an index to the lines and angles.
2. The second dim is the selector between lines or angles.
3. The third dim is an index to the contours laying in the image.

This procedure makes lists outof contour-points which are obtained
from the ftle 'cll.lin.son' which contents are points of fll"St-order
bez.ier contours separated by stars.-,
vars 1., L_length;
vars N_contours:
newarray([l "NL I 2 I "NC], 0) -> 1.;
newarray([1 "NC], 0) -> L_length:

,.
H is a two dimensional array and stands for 'histogram'.

1. The first dim is an index of the categories of frequency.
2. The second dim is the order of the histogram.
3. The third dim is the number of the histogram.

This procedure converts the list L to histograms H.-,
vars H;
newarray([l "NCAT 0 "MO 0 "NHlSn, 0) -> H;

newarray([O "NTh'P) , 0) -> Inputhists;
newarray([O "NMOD1, 0) -> Modelhists;
newarray([O "NMOD 0 "NINP1, 0) -> Match_score;

vars Name_model;
newarray([1 "NMOD1, 'nonarne') -> N_m; ;;; Name_model

,.
Cat and Min are two dimensional arrays which give the size
of the categories of the histograms per order. The ~in array gives
the minimum value on the axis of the histogram.

The first dim is the order of the histogram,
the second is the selector between lines or angles or line/angles.-,
vars order;
vars Cat, Min;
newarray([O "MO I 3),0) -> Cat;
newarray([O "MO I 3), 0) -> Min;

o -> Min(O,I);
-ISO -> Min(O,2);
-ISO -> Min(0,3);
ML/NCAT ->Cat(O,I);
360/NCAT -> Cat(0,2);
360/NCAT -> Cat(O,3);

for order from 1 to MO do ;;; Olher orders
-ML-2u order ->Min(order,I);
ML-2"(order+I)/NCAT -> Cat(order,I);
-18D-2"order -> Min(order,2);
I80-2U (order+I)/NCAT -> Cat(order,2);
-18D-2u order -> Min(order,3);
lSO-2- -(order+ I )/NCAT -> Cat(order,3);

endfor;

,.
The arrays Inputhists and Modelhists contains the histogram numbers which are
input-hists and what are model-hist

REMARK: Inputhists and Modelhists first element contains the length of the array.
Match_scores has two indices e.g. 'model' and 'input'.
Above arrays are global.

vars Inputhists, Modelhists, Match_score;
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Module conversions "lib/conversion.p"

,.
This library is used in the program 'hist_five_Ieucrs.p' which is wriuen
to examine the valuability of the list-histograms transfonn.

Author: M.K. van DiJ'k,
Date: jan. 1989.

CONVERSION

./

,.
Short procedures for general purpose.
·1

define min_max(selector,contour) -> mini -> maxi;
Ivars index, number;
L(l,selector,contour) -» mini -> maxi;
for index from I to L_Iength(contour) do

L(index,selector,contour) -> munber;
if number<rnini then number -> mini;
endif;
if number>maxi then number -> maxi;
endif;

endfor;
enddefme;

define length_Iine(x I,y I ,x2,y2) -> distance;
vars distance;
sqrt«x l-x2)··2+(y l-y2)··2) -> distance;

enddefme;

define angle_lines(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3) -> angle;
vars angle;
Ivars dx I ,dx2,dyl ,dy2;
Ivars uilproducl, inproduct, dl, d2, teken;
length_Iine(xI,yl.x2,y2) -> dl;
length_Iine(x2,y2,x3,y3) -> d2;
x2-xl -> dxl;
y2-yl -> dy I;
x3-x1 .> dx2;
y3-y2 -> dy2;
dxl·dy2-dyl·dx2 -> uitproduct;
if uitproduct > 0 then I -> teken;
else -I -> teken;
endif;
dx 1·dx1+dy l·dy2 -> inproduct;
if d l·d2--Q then false -> angle;
else

false -> popradians;
round(arccos(inproduct/(dl·d2))·teken) -> angle;

endif;
enddefme;

,.
Then the conversion procedures../
define camera_toJl1e(input_srf);

leesin_bin(inpuurf);
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sysobey('nn -/pop/cpaps2/bezierrmpuLctl', '%');
sysobey('nn -/pop/cpaps2/bezierrmpuLctl.lin','%');
sysobey('nn -/pop/cpaps2/bezierrmpuLctl.lin.Sort','%');

sysobey('bezierlsrf2ctl < bezierrmpuLsrf > bezier/input.etl','%');
sysobey('bezier/ctl2lin S 1.8 < bezierrmpuLctl >

bezierrmpuLct1.lin'" %');
sysobey('bezieribz2sort < bezierrmput.ctl.lin >

bezier/inpuLctl.lin.Sort' :%');
enddefine;

defme file_to_lislS(fUename);
Ivars index,selector,contour;
Ivars repeater, item;
Ivars pxi,pyi,qxl,qyl;
Ivars pX.py,qx,qy;
o-> contour;
incharitem (discin(sysfileok(fUenarne))) -> repeater;
repeater{) -> item;
while item 1= tennin do

contour+ I -> contour;
I -> index;
repeater() -» px -> pxi;
repeater() -» py -> pyi;
repeater() -» qx -> qxl;
repeater() -» qy -> qyl;
length_Iine(px ,py,qx,qy) -> L(index, I ,contour);
repeater() -> item;
while (item 1= ....) and (item 1= tennin) do

index+ I -> index;
item ->px;
repeater() -> py;
repeater() -> qx;
repeater() -> qy;
length_line(px,py,qx,qy) -> L(index,I,contour);
angle_lines(pxi,pyi,px,py,qx,qy) -> L(index-I ,2,contour);
px -> pxi;
py -> pyi;
repeaterO -> item;

endwhile;
if index= I then

false -> L(index,2,contour);
else

angle_lines(px,py,qx,qy,qx I,qy I) -> L(index,2,contour);
endif;
index -> L_Iength(contour);

endwhile;
contour -> N_contours;

enddefine;



define fUe_to_window(fUename) -> window;
Ivan index.selector.contour;
Ivan repeater. item;
Ivan pxi.pyi.qx I.qy I;
Ivan pX.PY.qx.qy;
Ivan window;

pwm_makegfxwin(fL1ename,2·375,2·2S2) -> window;
window·> pwmgfxsurface;

o-> contour;

incharitem (discin(sysfL1eok(fL1ename))) -> repeater;
repeater() -> item;
while item 1= termin do

contour+ I -> contour;
I -> index;
repeater() -» px -> pxi;
repeater() -» py .> pyi;
repeater() -» qx -> qxl;
repeater() -» qy -> qyl;
pwm...,gfxdrawline(2·round(px).2·round(py), 2·round(qx).

2·round(qy). 2);
pwm...,gfxtext(2·round(px),2·round(py).··><contour);
repeater() -> item;
while (item 1= .....) and (item 1= termin) do

index+ I -> index;
item ->px;
repeater() -> py;
repeater() -> qx;
repeater() -> qy;
pwm...gfxdrawIine(2· round(px),2· rOWld(py).

2·round(qx),2·round(qy).2);
px -> pxi;
py -> pyi;
repeater() -> item;

endwhile;
endwhile;

enddefUle;

define make_Iist(selector.contour.max_order) -> length_list -> List;
Ivan indexl. index2;
Ivan List;
newarray([ I "(2·(L_Iength(contour)+max_order))], 0) -> List;
I -» indexl -> index2;
while index I <= L_Iength(contour) do

L(indexl.selector.contour) -> List(index I);
indexl+1 -> indexl;

endwhile;
while index2 <= max_order do

L(index2.selector.contour) -> List(indexl);
indexl+ I -> indexl;
index2+ I -> index2;

endwhile;
index I-I .> length_list;

enddefUle;

define list_to_hist(selector.contour,histogram,max_order);
Ivan index I. index2. order;
Ivan List, Listl. List2;
Ivan length_list;

if mu_order>=L_length(contour) then L_Iength(contour)-1 ->
max_order;

endif;

newarray([ I "(2·(L_Iength(contour)+max_order))I. 0) -> List;
newarray([ I "(2·(L_Iength(contour)+max_order))I. 0) -> Listl;
newarray([ I "(2·(L_Iength(contour)+max_order))I. 0) -> List2;

if selector=3 then
make_Iist(l.contour,max_order) -> length_list -> Listl;
make_list(2.contour,max_order) -> length_list -> List2;
I -> index2;
for indexI from I to length_list do

Listl (index I) -> List(index2);
List2(indexl) -> List(index2+1);
index2+2 -> index2;

endfor;
2·length_Iist .> length_list;

else
make_list(seleaor,contour,max_order) -> length_list -> List;

endif;

for order from 0 to max_order do
max_order+1 -> indexl;
while indexl <= length_list do

round((List(index I)-Min(order.selector))/Cat(order,selector)) ->
index2;

if index2 < I then I -> index2;
endif;
if index2 > NCAT then NCAT -> index2;
endif;
H(index2,order.histogram)+ I -> H(index2.order,histogram);
indexl+1 -> indexl;

endwhile;
for index I from order+1 to length_list-I do

List(indexl)-List(indexl + I) -> List(index I);
endfor;

endfor;
enddefUle;

defUle hist_to_window(histogram,window_name,max_order) ->
window_id;

Ivars order.index,xO.yO.y I;
Ivan x_offset,y_offset;
Ivan x_window;
NH·(2·NCAT+IO) -> x_window;
Ivars y_window;
IOO·round«max_order+I )/NH)+ 10 -> Y_window;

pwm_makegfxwin(window_narne,x_window.y_window) ->
window_id;

window_id .> pwmgfxsurface;
o-> x_offset;
I -> Y_offset;
for order from 0 to max_order do

for index from I to NCAT do
S+2·index + x_offset·(2·NCAT+5) -> xO;
lOO·(y_offset) -> yO;
yO-round(MULT*H(index.order,histogram)) -> yl;
pwm...gfxdrawline(xO.yO. xO,yl. 2);

endfor;
x_offset+ I .> x_offset;
if x_offset = NH then

o.> x_offset;
y_offset+ I -> Y_offset;

endif;
endfor;

enddefUle;

defUle save_window(window_id.fl1ename);
window_id·> pwmgfxsurface;
pwm...,gfxwriterasterfl1e(O.O.O.O.filename);

enddefUle;
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Module mathematics "lib/math.p"

1*
This library is used in the program 'hist_five_1euen.p· which is wriuen
to examine the valuability of the list-histograms transfonn.

Author: M.K. van Dijk,
Date: jan. 1989.

MATII

1*
Then the math procedures../
define add_hists(hin I ,hin2,hout,max_order);

Ivan index,order;
for order from 0 to max_order do

for index from I to NCAT do
H(index,order,hin1)+H(index,order,hin2) -> H(index,order,hout);

endfor;
endfor;

enddefme;

define sub_hists(hin I ,hin2,hout,max_order);
Ivan index,order;
for order from 0 to max_order do

for index from I to NCAT do
H(index,order,hin I)-H(index,order,hin2) -> H(index,order,hout);

endfor;
endfor;

enddefme;

define div_hist(hin,hout,z,max_order);
Ivan index,order;
for order from 0 to max_order do

for index from I to NCAT do
H(index,order,hin)/z -> H(index,order,hout);

endfor;
endfor;

enddefme;

define compare_hislS_mi(hmodeI,hinput,max_order) -> mi_score;
Ivan mi_score, score_order;
o-> mi_score;
Ivan index,order;
for order from 0 to max_order do

for index from I to NCAT do
mi_score + abs(H(index,order,hmode1)-H(index,order,hinput)) -> mi_score;

endfor;
endfor;
mi_score/(max_order+ I) -> mi_score;

enddefme;
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Module others "lib/other.p"

,.
This library is used in the program 'histjive_Ieners.p' which is wrinen
to examine the valuability of the list-histograms transfonn.

Author: M.K. van DiJlc,
Date: jan. 1989.

OlliER

*/

define make_model_hist(modelhist,max_order);
Ivars count,contour,hinput;
for hinput from I to Inputhists(O) do

add_hists(lnputhists(hinput),modelhist,modelhist,max_order);
endfor;
div_hist(modelhist,modelhistJnputhists(O),max_order);

enddefme;

define compare_input_hists(max_order);
Ivars modeI,input;
I -> number;
for input from I to Inputhists(O) do

for model from I to Modelhists(O) do
compare_hists_mi(Modelhists(model),Inputhists(input),max_order) -> Match_score(model,input);

endfor;
endfor;

enddefltle;

define print_matchresultsO;
Ivars bestrnodel,model,input,mini;
for input from I to Inputhists(O) do

ooסס10 -> mini;
for model from I to Modelhists(O) do

if Match_score(model,input) < mini then
Match_score(model,input) -> mini;
model -> bestrnodel;

endif;
endfor;
pr('best model of input ');
pr(input);
pr(' is the ');
pr(N_m(bestrnodel»;
pr(' with ');
pr(l.O*mini);
pr(' as match_score'); pr(newline);

endfor;
enddefme;
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Part III

Object-recognition based on subtemplates,
using graphs as model

S3



! Introduction.

This part of the report describes a recognition method based on subtemplates to fmd features in the input
image. The model-description is a graph where the nodes represents the subtemplates and their features and the
arcs the (geometric) relations between them. The underlaying reason for this is that using parts of the objects
(features) one could solve two problems which occur when the entire template is matched against the scene:

(1) the search problem for models can be more efficient because with the help of the features and relations
one can sort out a few models from the model database which than have to be verified,

(2) partial, bad visible or physical distorted objects can be recognized, also when the objects are divided in
two separated parts (instead of the previous introduced method in part II of this report).

Starting from the attributes of a recognition system, most attention is given to the hypotheses handling at the
cost of the preprocessing part (see paragraph 2.1 of part I).
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~ The recognition tools.

This chapter describes the recognition tool - PAPS - which have been used. The tool is developed by Philips
Research Laboratories and CFT (Centre for Factory Technology). Most of the recognition systems within
Philips are based on it. First, the PAPS will be explained. This system contains several electronic cards which
perfonn special tasks. One of them fonns the bases of the recognition method being introduced. Therefore this
card (the RTR-card) will be described in the second paragraph of this chapter.

2.1 The PAPS.

The Picture Acquisition and Processing System - PAPS for short - gives a solution to many applications
where speed and flexibility is needed [1]. The system consists of several hardware processors mounted on
functional cards. Typical applications are automatic visual inspection, vision for robotics and contactless
measurements. The design requirements were: cost, flexibility, ease of installation (modularity), accuracy,
reliability and speed.

From fig. 2.1, a PAPS contains the following basic functional parts:

(a) picture data production and monitoring,
(b) hardware processing and data transfer,
(c) software processing.
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Fig. 2.1 PAPS functional block diagram.

The picture data production and monitoring part has a picture-sensor as input (camera, solid state linear array,
etc.) and assumes that the illumination problem has been resolved. The shading compensation unit is mainly
used for TV camera sensors to compensate uneven lighting, lens shading and light sensitivity. This block of
the PAPS has two outputs: 1) an image in analog fonn for the monitor, 2) an image in digital fonn for
further processing to one of the three picture busses. This part is also referred to as VAU (Video Acquisition
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Unit).

The hardware processing and data transfer part perfonn operations on the signals on the picture bus. The
operations are perfonned by hardware processors mounted on eurocards. The following functional cards (or
modules) are available (among other ones):

(a) Erosion and Dilatation unit (EDU),
(b) Image Frame Store (IFS),
(c) Window Look-up Table (WLT),
(d) Real Time Recognizer (RTR).
(e) Dynamic Threshold Card (DTC).
(f) Febris Correlator Card (FCC).

From their names it should be clear what these card do. The picture transfer buffer (pTB) accepts and stores
signals on the picture bus via the the control-bus. This buffer can be red by a computer system.

The software processing part controls the settings of the hardware processors and the PTB. The control is
carried out by filling various registers included on the functional cards. Not only the perfonnance of the
individual card can be controlled, but also the connection (system-eonfiguration by software) of the in- and
outputs of the cards on the triple picture bus. This requirement allows pipeline operation or parallel
processing.

The recognition method described here uses a system-configuration as shown in fig 2.2

picture busses)
3

computer

l ! 1~

V <

VAU R1R PTB

1

2

Fig. 2.2 System-configuration used for the recognition method.

2.2 The RTR-card.

The Real Time Recognizer card - RTR for short - perfonns real time pattern recognition on binary images
using two templates of 21 x 12 pixels (colwnn x rows) [2]. The templates have two types of pixels: do care
pixels and don't care pixels. The first type of pixels are coded "black" or "white".
The idea of the RTR card is to correlate the template with do care and don't care pixels with the (binary)
output of the VAU or other card If the correlation is higher than a threshold output is set "white" and
transported to the output of the RTR-card (so the actual position is somewhat delayed). The match-processor
counts only do care pixels which correlate with the (binary) input-image. The don't care pixels in the
template are used to overcome castling- or quantization noise along the edge between black and white and
make it possible to define smaller templates then 21 x 12 pixels.
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The R1R-card contains two identical processing paths. see figure 2.3. Path one processes the lower half of the
21 by 24 template and path two the upper half.
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Fig. 2.3 RTR functional block diagram.

The card is build out of six functional blocks:

(a) the inpuJ decoder selects which one of the three picture busses is used as input,
(b) the growlsubsample processor which can grow an incoming picture as an eight connectivity dilation

operation and can subsample the input image so that the effective size of the template can be altered.
(c) the match processors which contains the actual template and correlates this to the grown/subsampled

input image. The output of this block is the number of do care pixels which matches.
(d) the match comparator compares the result of the previous block with the contents of the match threshold

block and if this exceeds the threshold the match coding and display block get permission to output a
digital one or white pixel.
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~ The recognition method.

This chapter will deal with the description of the second recognition method. First, template-transformations
will be introduced. From these transformations one could distinguish between types of templates which have
their own treatment in the system. After that, a second paragraph gives the answers on the questions put
forward in part I chapter 2 where the basic attributes of a recognition-system are discussed.

3.1 The template transformations.
There are two transformations which can be applied to templates. These are the scaling and rotation
transformation. From a theoretical point of view templates can best be presented as circles because of these
transformations.

First, two definitions are introduced:

Definition 3.1

s=(~ ~)
Definition 3.2

sm<p )
cos<p

The two definitions define two mappings; a scale mapping and a rotation
mapping respectively. The mappings work on templates which are denoted
by ~ and ~ so that the following equation holds:

s 0 R~ = ~

If ~ = ~ then there are four different solutions for k and <p:

(1) one k, one <p, so the template is scale- and rotation dependent
(2) all k, one <p, so the template is only scale free
(3) one k, all <p, so the template is only rotation free
(4) all k, all <p, so the template is scale- and rotation free
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To give some examples of the four types defmed, see fig. 3.1

type 1

type 2

type 3

type 4

Fig. 3.1 Examples of the four template types.

80
~~
00
o.

In practice and in this setup, the template size of a rtrtemplate has been defmed 11 by 11. This choice is made
because:

(a) only one processing path of the RTR-card is used (size 21 by 12),
(b) 11 is an odd number so the template can be made symmetric around the center,
(c) because of the rotation transfonnation a squaretemplate should be easy to handle, compared to a

rectangle.

Because the rtrtemplate with a size of 11 by 11 gives problems when it is rotated or scaled, another template
has been defined: the fulltemplate or high-resolutiontemplate. To get no confusion between various words
with "template' in it, the following list could be of help:

(a) subtemplate - the template which is a part of the template which overlaps the entire object
(b) rtrtemplate - the template which is passed from the computer to the RTR-card (11 by 11).
(c) fulltemplate - the template where the rtrtemplate is calculated from using the transfonnations above.
(d) edgetemplate - the template where only black/white crossings are coded by do care pixels. The rest is

coded don't care.

The fulltemplate, for several reasons existing of only do care pixels see further, must have the property that
the result is a squaretemplate where no don't cares are introduced when the rotation/scale-transfonnation is
applied. This means that the template must be larger than a rtrtemplate (rotation) but also the scaling factor
must be limited. For these reasons a full template is chosen twice as large as a rtrtemplate (so the scaling
factor is something between 1 and .5) plus the extra size needed for the rotation. For a rtrtemplate with
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scaling factor .5 and rotation 45 degrees, see figure 3.2.

nnemplate (llx11)

fulltemplate (comer, 27'1.27)

Fig. 3.2 A fulltemplate and computed rtrtemplate with scale .5 and rotation 45 degrees.

Therefore the size of a fulltemplate is 27 by 27.

Because the scaling factor must be between 1 and .5, the subsample-processor block of the RTR-card is used
to enlarge this interval by connection of the ranges [1,.5], [.5,.25] and [.25,.125]. These ranges are obtained by
halving the subsample value (measured in a relative number of video-lines) every time.

3.2 Recognition with graphs.

Objects, conditions and preprocessing.

The objects to be recognized are metallic, almost flat objects. Because of the choice to use subtemplates six
kinds of objects have been designed and made. The objects are metallic objects with a highly polished surface.
For test purposes one of the five objects of every type was made black. Figure 3.3 shows their shapes.
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comer (type I) comer-hole (type 1,2)

( 0)( ) 0

circle (type 3)

l I IJ
comer-eircle (type 1,3)

Fig. 3.3 The six objects which have to be recognized.

circle-hole (type 2.3)

GllJ
comer-eircle-hole (type 1.2,3)

The objects are designed like this because almost all possible combination of template-types (see paragraph
3.1) are build into them (only an object described by type 3 templates is missing). For type 1 a circle
segment. for type 2 a corner of 90 degrees and fo! type 3 a hole is chosen. The objects are almost flat; that is
done because shadows and reflections from different directions have to be dealt with.

The conditions under which the objects have to be recognized are:

(a) several lighting situations (so the objects could be seen partially, see figure 1.1 part n,
(b) recognition of objects which are physical distorted.
(c) recognition of overlapping objects.

The preprocessing is to threshold an incoming image coded in 255 greylevels several times. So. 254 different
threshold-levels can be applied to this grey image to get form 254 binary-images as a maximum. Per
threshold the resulting binary image is passed through to a RTR-card where the matching with the templates
starts. This preprocessing method is called threshold-scanning.
The match-results are labeled double if the distance between them is less than a constant and if the types of
the templates are equal. No match-result is discarded. because this would be based on a heuristic rule.
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Feature types and attributes.

Because to the above given answers on the questions objects ?, conditions? and preprocessing? (see chapter 2
of part n the features can be defined. There are three feature types all can be described by templates. Figure
3.4 shows their full templates:

(a) comer-template (a 90 degrees comer with comer-point precisely in the middle of the template),
(b) hole-template,
(c) circlesegment-t.empiate (circle segment edge is not touching the center-point of the template).

comer-template (one)

•
hole-template (two) circlesegment-ternplate (three)

Fig. 3.4 The fulltemplates corner, hole and circlesegment and fulltemplate-nurnber (middle square is size ofrtrtemplate).

The features have been chosen like this because they are examples of the first three template-types defmed in
the previous paragraph.

The fulltemplates have only do care pixels because then the match threshold (see paragraph 3.1) is for every
derived rtrtemplates similar, but also because the fulltemplates can be extracted by a semi-automatic learning
system. This can be done by drawing windows of full template size around parts of a new object which is
tendered to the system by hand and use its contents as a full template consisting of only do care pixels.
The circle-segment is chosen with the shape shown in figure 3.4 - not only the circle-segment - because if the
template should exist of a circle-segment only, the rtrtemplate computed with a small scaling factor would
give a template which also matches straight lines found in the scene.

These features have attributes or parameters like:

(a) complement (take the complement of the fulltemplate),
(b) rotational angle (range from -180 to 180 degrees),
(c) scaling factor (range from 1 to 0.125).

Not for every feature all these attributes are necessary; a hole-feature needs no rotational-angle and a comer
feature no scaling factor.

The fulltemplates have no don't care pixels to overcome quantization noise along the edge between black and
white pixels. Therefore, to maintain a good rotation and scaling selectivity, but on the other hand to allow
noise in the image, the match threshold is chosen 5 pixels less than 11x11=121.

Model-description.

The model-description is a graph. Here the nodes represent the templates (with angle, scale and full template-
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number) and the arcs are geometric relations between the reference positions of the templates (with angle and
radius). To give an example figure 3.5 shows the model-description of the circle-hole object.

Template
Angle template
Scale template
Angle vector
Radius vector

cineg cineg hole hole cineg cineg
o 90 7 7 180 ·90
.5 .5 .8 .8 .s .5

·90 24 ·30 -25 90 -180
240 320 180 170 240 560

Fig. 3.5 Model-description of the circle-hole-object.

The vectors start and end in the center of the subtemplates. A scale factor equal to one (also called s_h) is
related to the largest objects that could be recognized. The length of the radius of the vector is expressed in
pixels of the scene, so from figure 3.5 an object like the circle-hole object with scale factor one, corresponds
with an object which cannot be captured by a 400x300 CCIR camera This is done on purpose because the scale
factor is equal or less than one (it ranges from 1 to .125).

The model-description graph is a closed graph and has therefore the advantage that the verification start point
is arbitrary! This implies, together with the fact that the arcs of the graph are vectors which can be added,
that a partially occluded object can be recognized by only two features found in the scene. These features have
to lay not necessarily in sequence in the graph.

Interesting is also the advantage chosing a graph as model description that the mirror objects - the objects are
almost flat - could also be described by the same graph, but then the sequence of the nodes and direction of
the arcs must be reversed.

Matching.

The matching of the model-description and the features in the scene is done by searching for features with the
help of subtemplates in the scene. The subtemplates are loaded in the RTR-card. The output of this card will
give the positions where the template is matching with the input-image. These positions couId be found very
closely to eachother due to the fact that some do care pixels may be wrong if the rtrtemplate is compared
with the scene. Such a cluster of positions is called a blob. To represent a blob as one position in the scene, the
center of gravity from all blob-points is computed. To compensate for the delay between the center of the
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template and the position where the hardware marks the output-image an offset used:

subsample factor offset X offset y corrunents

127 0 0 highest resolution

63 -15 5

31 -39 11

mateh-positioo = eenter rtrtemplate

Fig. 3.6 The second offsets per subsample factor.

Instead of what is expected the match-positions offsets are not twice as large if the subsample factor is
halved. The relation between match-position and subsample factor is deterministic and can therefore be
compensated with an second offset. This offset has to be determined experimentally because the delay of the
match-position which is passed through the RTR-card is unknown. By using the corner-template the
following second offsets (for the x and y direction) were found, see figure 3.6.

Hypotheses handling.

The hypotheses handling can be divided in four major parts:

(1) building of hypotheses (also called opening of hypotheses),
(2) verifying of hypotheses.
(3) verifying of hypotheses with generation of templates,
(4) confirmation or rejection of hypotheses.

The building of hypotheses is done by filling of an empty hypothesis graph (the term model-graph refers to

the model-description). The idea is to assign one matched feature in the scene to one node of the hypothesized
model (opening of hypotheses). From this a hypothesis is build up by following the model-graph searching
for features with corresponding type, scale, angle and relation. If two features are found it is claimed that the
scale- and angle difference between model and object in the scene are known (verifying of hypotheses). Now,
the status of the hypothesis is changed from "open" to "verify". If a hypothesis has reached this status and has
two verified nodes, it is possible to generate templates which then can be matched against the scene (verifying
of hypotheses with generation of templates). According to the match-results the nodes of the hypothesized
model are labeled "verified=true, attempt=true" if a match is found and "verified=true, attempt=false" when
no match is found. The first type of nodes are counted by the counter "veri_nodes" and the second type of
nodes are counted by the counter "veri_attempts". If "veri_nodes+veri_attempts" equals the number of nodes
of the hypothesized model then no further verifying is needed and the hypothesis can be confirmed (if
"veri_nodes" exceeds two) or rejected (if "veri_nodes" is less or equal to two).

Three items of the above given discussion of the hypothesis handling needs more explanation.

First, some initialtemplates have to be generated by hand or extracted from the models. Initialtemplates have
the property that every object laying in the unknown scene can be recognized. Therefore, the initialtemplates
must be chosen that properly that at least two features can be matched. For example, to recognize the comer
model of figure 3.3 the initialtemplates are 10 comer-templates with an angle laying in the range from 0 to

180 degrees (spacing of 20 degrees). For recognizing the circle-model of figure 3.3 one needs 10 times 16
circlesegment-templates because of 10 angles laying in the range from 0 to 180 degrees (spacing of 20 degrees)
and 16 scaling-factors laying in the ranges 1 to .125 (spacing of 0.0625). From these two examples, initial
templates of type 2 or 3 are more efficient than templates of type 1.

Second, the following theorem will be claimed and proved:
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Theorem 3.1

If two template features with types l scale- and rotation dependent l only scale
free or only rotation free are found in the scene and if this combination ,'s
also found in a mode( then the scale- and rotation difference between model

and scene-object can be determined.

Proof

First, a number of definitions are given:

Definition 3.3

Every angle is positively orientated and the absolute scale is in pixels. The
camera-plane is used as reference.

Definition 3.4

For the model/scene model equations

am denotes the absolute angle of the model,
as denotes the absolute angle of the scene-object,
ah denotes the (hypothesized) difference between as and am,

Sm denotes the absolute scale of the model,
Ss denotes the absolute scale of the scene-object,
Sh denotes the (hypothesized) factor between Ss and Sm,

So, from this definition the following equations holds:

Sm' Sh = Ss

Definition 3.5

For the node equations

amt denotes the absolute angle of the template in the model-description.

ast denotes the absolute angle of the template in the scene-object,

Smt denotes the absolute scale of the template in the model-description,
Sst denotes the absolute scale of the template in the scene-object,

So, from this definition the following equations holds denoted N(l) and
N(2):

Smt • Sh = Sst
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Definition 3.6

For the relation equations

Pm denotes the absolute angle of the relation in the model-description,
P3 denotes the absolute angle of the relation in the scene-object,

r m denotes the absolute radius-length of the relation in the model-description,

r 3 denotes the absolute radius-length of the relation in the scene-object,

So, from this definition the following equations holds denoted R(l) and
R(2):

The ah and Sh in the above equations are not precise numbers, but contains
errors.
For ah the error is absolute and denoted by oa generally. The following
equation holds:

I

ah = ah + 0, where 101 :::; oa
Here, a~ is the exact value.

For Sh the error is relative and denoted by e3 generally. The following
equation holds:

Sh = s~(1 + e), where lei:::; e3

Here, s~ is the exact value.

The proof of theorem 3.1 is now to fill all combinations of template-feature
types in the above given equations resulting in a table depicted in figure 3.7

D

The ah and shean be more accurately determined by using the following
convergention-equations:

n+l + n
n+l a h ah n n

a h := 2 ' where ah = P3 - Pm

n+l + n n
n+ 1 S h S h h n _ r 3

Sh:= , were S h - -
2 r m

Here, the n is the number of nodes being verified in a hypothesis. The
relation-equations R(l) and R(2) have been used, because their errors are
smaller than in the node-equations N(l) and N(2) (op :::; Oat and er :::; e3 t).
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node I node 2 N(l) N(2) R(l) R(2) comment

I I verify verify verify verify

I 2 verify say oke verify verify

I 3 say oke verify verify verify

2 I verify -> s_hI verify -> s_h2 s_hI = s_h2?

2 2 verify say oke verify -> s_h on one line combinations

2 3 say oke -> s_hI verify -> s_h2 s_hI = s_h2?

3 I -> a_hI verify -> a_h2 verify a_hI =a_h2?

3 2 .> a_hI sayoke -> a_h2 verify a_hI = a_h2?

3 3 sayoke verify -> a_h verify on one circle combinations

Fig. 3.7 Determination table of extraction of the angle - and scale differences between scene-objects and
models out of two feature-combination-types defmed in 3.1.
1) "verify" means "just verify the equation",
2) "say oke" means "equation is said to be oke, there is no possibility to verify",
3) "-> s_h" or "-> a_h" means "push up or calculate a hypothesized scale difference or angle difference",
4) "on one line combinations" and "on one circle combinations" are explained in the text.

From figure 3.7 on one line and on one circle combinations are referred to respectively by two features both
scale free (comer) where the radius of the vector which relates the features can have more than one value (fix
angle of the vector so that's why it is called on one line) or two features both rotation free (hole) where the
angle of the vector which relates the features can have more than one value (fix radius of the vector so that's
why it is called on one circle). Figure 3.8 illustrates on one line combinations and on one circle combinations.

on one line combination

Fig. 3.8 On one line and on one circle combinations. The lines are the tolerance-boundaries.

The on line- and on circle combinations implies more hypotheses to be opened. because every combination have
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to be verified.

Third, figure 3.8 shows a part of the listing of the main program.

r
MAIN PROGRAM.

*/

vars window_mr;
vars window_fr;

initialise_fulllemplales0;
initialise_modeIsO;
initialise_hashlableO;

initialise_lernptable_anO;
malcher();

pwm_makegfxwinCmateh_results' ,2*375;1.*3(0) -> window_mr;
visualise_mateh_results(window_rnr);

Wltil all_lernp_artefacl_or_used_in_confirrned_hypo() do
hypothesis_openO;

visualise_rnalch_resulls(window_rnr);

hypothesis_verify_templableO;
hypothesis_rejccl_and_conftrrnO;
visualise_rnalch_results(window_rnr);

hypothesis_verify...generaleO;
hypothesis_rejccl_and_conftrrnO;

rnalcherO;
visualise_rnalch_resulls(window_rnr);

hypothesis_verify_ternptableO;
hypothesis_rejccl_and_conftrrnO;
visualise_rnalch_resulls(window_rnr);

hypothesis_verify...generateO;
hypothesis_rejccl_and_conftrrnO;

endunlil;

visualise_fmal_results(window_rnr);
visualise_slatisticsO;

Fig. 3.8 Listing of a part of the main program.

The main program exist of two basic parts. The
frrst part handles the initialisation of the full
templates, models, search-table (boolean table
of features and models) and the initialtemplates
which are stored in a template table (a datastruc
ture). After matching the initial templates with
the routine matcherO; the results are visu
alised.
The second part consists of an until 000 do loop
and some other visualisations like fmal results
and statistics of the recognition-process. The
loop is left when all templates stored in the
template table are labeled as "artefact" or as
"used in confirmed hypothesis". Inside the loop
frrst three routines are called: hypothe.
sis_openO;, hypothesis_verify_temptableOi
and hypothesis_verify_generateO;. The frrst
routine opens or sets a hypothesis up based on
one match-result found due to the initial tem
plates. The second routine is verifying the
hypotheses which are opened and if no second
matched template (or feature) is found the
hypothesis is rejected (done by the routine
hypothesis]eject_and_ confIrmOi ) because
from theorem 3.1 it is not possible to determine
scale and angle differences between scene object
and model. The third routine generate templates
for hypothesis which have more than one veri
fied node in the hypothesis graph, because now
it is possible to calculate specific templates, dif
ferent from the intial templates.
After that, the matcherO; routine is called and
matches the templates which have been loaded
by the hypothesis_verify_generateOi routine.
The results are then processed again by the
hypothesis_verify_temptableO; routine and
hypothesis_verifyJenerateO; routine which
respectively label the templates as
"verified=true, attempt=true" or "verified=true,
attempt=false".

All hypotheses which are opened have now the status "reject" or "confirm". The templates which are used in
these hypothesis are labeled "to be opened again" (hypothesized by the following model because the previous
one has already been verified with result "reject") or "artifact" if it is the last model or "confrrmed" if the
template is used in a confrrmed hypothesis.
Depending on the boolean system-constant "confrrmJeject" the templates used in a 100% confrrmed hypothe
ses (all nodes all right) are labeled "confrrm" and all other hypotheses which uses these templates are reject-
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ed. If "confinn_reject = false" then the last operation is not carried out The system is now able to use tem
plates of confinned hypotheses in other not confmned hypotheses. For example, one needs this requirement if
two rectangles one entirely visible and the other overlapped have to be recognized, because one comer is used
mutually, see figure 3.9.

mutual template

Fig. 3.9 Two rectangles to be recognized where it is necessary that the mode "confirm with reject" is switched off.

The visualiseJinalJesultsO; routine connects the confmned hypothesis graphs with straight lines fonn the
center of the templates visualised in the match-result window. The visualise_statisticsO; routine gives the
confmned hypotheses coded by name of the object, hypothesis number, confmnation certainty ("veri
nodes"/nurnber_oCnodes_model * 100%), the position of the first node and the scale and angle differences
between the scene object and the model (s_h and a_h respectively). After that, the number of total hypotheses
and confmned hypotheses are printed.

To give the reader more insight in what the program is doing, figure 3.10 shows the possible "life-paths" of a
hypothesis coded by their status.

confum

confum

confum

Fig. 3.10 Possible "Life"'paths" of a hypothesis coded by their status. The light colored arrow is not implemented.

The same can be done with the templates. The possible "life-paths" of a template can be shown by their label
codes which are also visualised in the match_results window (routine visualise_matcbJesultsO; see figure
3.8), see figure 3.11. The status codes are:

(1) empty,
(2) double, if the template on that position and with the same attributes already exists,
(3) begin, these templates are used for opening hypotheses, or get that label if a hypothesis is rejected
(4) verify, when the template is used in a hypothesis with status "verify" or "generate",
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(5) confmn, when the template is used in a 100% confinned hypothesis.

Fig. 3.11 Possible 'life-paths" of a template coded by their status.
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~ The recognition program.

This chapter will deal with the recognition-program.

make models

make inilial
templates

matcher

make full
templates

make inilial
templates

automatic

visualise
match results

i· .j

make hash
table

open
hypo

verify
generate

reject
and confirm

Hypotheses modules

Visualise module

Matcher module

Initialise module

Not implemented

Fig. 4.1 Overview of the program with processes working on c1atastruetures. The arrows give the most important relations
between datastructures and processes.

The program is build up out of processes working on datastructures. The program's structure is quasi
concurrent, but with some changes it can be adapted to a program:

(1) written in C (because the datastructures have been dermed quite similar in POP-II),
(2) which can perfonn the task with parallel working processes.
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Figure 4.1 shows a overview between datastructures and processes which are denoted respectively by cylinders
and rectangles.
This chapter will mainly give documentation by the program found in appendix I, where the modules (or
libraries) contents are listed. Because a high programming language is used and the routine and variables names
are chosen with care, some parts of the program will be listed. For a good understanding, chapter 3 of part I
explains some properties of POP-II and some conventions.

4.1 The main program.

The main-program can be divided in two parts: the system constants and the main body of the program.

System constants

The system constants settings influence the programs performance. There are two types, see figure 4.2.

SYSTEM CONSTANTS

constant MDIS=lO;
constant TIIRES_LOW=79;
constant TIIRES_HIGH=81;
constant TIIRES_STEP=I;

;;; Minimum distance allowed between templates.
;;; Threshold value vau low in maLcher.
;;; Threshold value vau high in matcher.
;;; Threshold Step in matcher.

constant MM=3; ;;; Number of models
constant DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP=20; ;;; Tolerance angle templates allowed (absolute).
constant DELTA_ANGLE_VECTOR=10; ;;; Tolerance angle of vector allowed (absolute).
constant DELTA_SCALE_TEMP=O.2; ;;; Tolerance scale templates allowed (percentage).
constant DELTA_SCALE_VECTOR=O.I; ;;; Tolerance scale vector allowed (perc.).
constant CONFIRM_REJECT=true; ;;; Confum hypo with rejection of other hypos.

Fig. 4.2 System constants of the main program.

Type I are preprocessing constants like mdis (this is the maximum distance where template match-positions
must lay from eachother in order to be label as "doubletemplate"), thres_Iow, thres_high and thres_step
(these are used in the threshold scanning operation, see paragraph 3.2).

Type 2 are hypothesis handling constants like delta_angle_temp, delta_angle_vector (these are the delta's in
the equations N(1) and R(1), see paragraph 3.2) delta_seale_temp, delta_seale_vector (these are the epsilons in
the equations N(2) and R(2» confirm_reject described in paragraph 3.2 and mm the number of models.

Main body program

The main body of the program is already explained in paragraph 3.2. The body consists of the major routines
found in the modules. The routine "visualise_hypo_resultO;" have been used as a debug facility. It shows the
contents (angle, scale, nodes verified, etc.) of every non-empty hypothesis. It has not been drawn in figure 4.1.

4.2 The datastructures.

There are five datastructures declared globally, which name begins, by convention, with a capital "D_", see
also figure 4.1:

(1) D_fulltemp,
(2) D_temptable,
(3) D_models,
(4) D_hypo,
(5) D_hash,
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All five datastructures will be described in the following paragraphs and are found in "lib/datastruCLp".

DJuUtemp

The datastructure DJulltemplates has the fields shown in figure 4.3 for every full template denoted by the
variable full. The typeO field contains the number of the template types as explained in paragraph 3.1, so not

the fulitemplate number.

D_temptable

The datastructure D_template_table
variable temp.

fulltempnumber(temp)
angletemp(temp)
sca!etemp(temp)
complernent(temp)
comment(temp.blob)
matched(temp)

has the fields shown in figure 4.3 for every template denoted by the

modelhyp(hypo)
anglehyp(hypo)
scalehyp(hypo)

status(hypo)

positions(temp.blobX)
positions(temp.blob.Y)
numberpos(temp)

hyponumber(temp.blob,index)
numberhypos(temp.blob)

numbertemp

DJulltemp

type(full)
~temp(full.x.y)

rtr--P3ra(full. para)

D hash

table(~.model)

previousmodel(temp,blob)

Fig. 4.3 The fields of the datastructures.

nodesh(hypo,node'x)
nodesh(hypo,node.Y)
nodesh(hypo,node.VERIFY)
nodesh(hypo,node.GENERATE)
nodesh(hypo,node.TEMP)
nodesh(hypo,node,BLOB)

veri_nodes(hypo)
veri_anempts(hypo)

numberhyp

D models

nodesm(mode1,node.FULLTEMP)
nodesm(model,node.ANGLE)
nodesm(model,node.SCALE)

relationsm(model,node.ANGLE)
relationsm(mode1,node.RADIUS)

numbemodes(model)
namemod(model)

When a template is matched mostly more than one match-result is given back. The match-results (or blobs as
explained in paragraph 3.2) have to be stored. Therefore two indices are used temp and blob.
The comment-field contains the label or status of the template. These are (see also paragraph 3.2)

(1) "b", standing for begin.
(2) "a", standing for artifact
(3) "v", standing for verified.
(4) "d", standing for double.
(5) "k", standing for confmn (the "c" is used for something else).

The numberposO contains the number of blobs which have been matched. The field hyponumberO contains the
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hypothesis number where the template is used in. The field is necessary by the confirm with reject mode
explained in paragraph 3.2.

Figure 3.11 shows the possible "life-paths" a templates is going through related to its labeling.

D_bypo

The datastructure D_hypotheses has the fields shown in figure 4.3 for every hypothesis denoted by the
variable hypo.
The status-field contains the status of the hypothesis. These are (see also paragraph 3.2)

(1) "empty",
(2) "open",
(3) "verify",
(4) "generate",
(5) "confirm",
(6) "reject",

The words in capitals are constants. The fields nodesh(hypo,node,VERIFY) and
nodesh(hypo,node,GENERAlE) contains booleans. They are set true if the node is verified or is put in the
template table (generation of templates) respectively. The nodesm(.,.,lEMP) and nodesm(.,.,BLOB) which
contains the temp and blob index of a template respectively are used by the confirm and reject mode as
explained in paragraph 3.2.

Figure 3.10 shows the possible "life-paths" a hypothesis is going through related to its status.

D_models

The datastructure D_models has the fields also shown in figure 4.3 for every model denoted by the variable
model.

D_hasb

The datastructure D _hash (better called D_search because the hashing method is not used here) has the fields
shown in figure 4.3. The table field contains booleans. If a model has a particular feature denoted by the full
template number then table(full,model) = true. The second field contains, for every matched template
(denoted by the variables temp and blob) the model which has previous been hypothesized but without success.

4.3 The modules.

There are seven modules. Four of them can be joined together. So, four parts can be distinguished, see also fig-
ure4.1: -

(1) Initialisation module,
(2) Matcher module,
(3) Hypothesis handling modules (open, verify temptable, verify generate and reject plus confirm),
(4) Visualisation module.

All seven modules will be described in the following paragraphs.

Initialisation module.

The initialisation module has the following main routines found in "lib/initialise.p":

(1) initialise_fulltemplatesO;
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(a) makejulltemp_comer(full);
(b) make_fulltemp_circlesegmentO;
(c) make_fulltemp_holeO;

These routine initialise the fulltemplates defined in chapter 3. It can be found in figure 4.1 where a process is
denoted "make full templates".

This routine fills the template table with initial templates where "art" is standing for artificially. The task
could also be done by a routine which makes the initial templates on the bases of the models in the recogni
tion-system where it is denoted by "make initial templates automatic", see figure 4.1.

(3) initialise_modelsO;
(a) make_square_model(model);
(b) make_comer_model(model); see figure 3.3
(c) make_comer_hole_model(model);
(d) make_circle_model(model);
(e) make_circle_hole_model(model);
(f) make_comer_circle_model(model);
(g) make30mer_circle_hole_model(model);
(h) make_duck_model(model); see figure 1.1

This routine fills the model datastructure. It is found in process "make models" in figure 4.1. For the last
model; the duck-object contains a number of holes and comers of 90 degrees, see figure 1.4. By selecting the
most reliable features determined by [3] a incomplete model-description was designed.

(4) initialise_hashtableO;

This routine has a somewhat strange name because no hash operation takes place. It builds a table as explained
in paragraph 4.1.

For an automatic learning-system the first three routines could be implemented differently.

Matcher module.

This module deals with the preprocessing of the method; threshold scanning. The module has one main routine
found in "lib/matcher.p":

(1) matcherO;
(a) template_transform(temp) -> D_rtrtemplate;
(b) match(temp, D_rtrtemplate);
(c) label_double_templatesO;

The procedure label_double_templatesO labels the templates been matched as "double" when the distance
between other templates identical (or almost identical) attributes is less than the system-constant mdis. This
constant expresses the maximum distance in pixels between the (almost) identical templates.

Hypothesis opening module.

This module is part of the hypotheses handling. It opens hypotheses based on templates labeled "begin". The
module has two main routines found in "lib/hypo_open.p":

(1) hypothesis_openO;
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(a) searchfor_notused_templateO -> temp -> blob -> all_temp_used;
(b) searchfor_next_model(full,temp,blob) -> model -> artifact.;
(c) searchfor_next_node(node,model,full) -> node -> more_nodes;
(d) searchfor_empty_hypoO -> hypo;
(e) open_hypo(hypo,model,node,temp,blob);

Figure 4.4 shows a listing of the main routine hypothesis_openO;

define hypolhesis_openO;
lvars all_temp_used = false;
lvars opened =false;
searchfor_notused_templateO -> temp -> blob -> all_temp_used;
until all_temp_used or opened do

fulltempnumber{D_temptable)(temp) -> full;
searchfor_next_model(full,temp,blob) .> model -> artefact;
if not(artefact) then

0-> node;
searchfor_next_node(node,model,full) -> node .> more_nodes;
until not(more_nodes) do

searchfor_empty_hypo() -> hypo;
pr{newline); spr{'open hypo'); pr(hypo);
open_hypo(hypo,model,node,temp,blob);
searchfor_next_node(node,model,full) -> node -> more_nodes;

enduntil;
true -> opened;

else
'a' -> comrnent(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
searchfor_notused_templateO -> temp .> blob -> all_temp_used;

endif;
enduntil;

enddefme;

Fig. 4.4 Listing of the routine hypothesis_openO;.

The hypothesis_openO; routine is
searching for not used templates
(labeled "begin") and when found a
model is searched for (based on the
search-table in D_hash). If all mod
els are tried the template is labeled
as being an artifact. If not then the
node of the model which has the
appropriate type or full template num
ber is searched for and if found a
hypothesis is opened (after searching
for an empty hypothesis). So, from
one single template the number of
hypothesis which are opened equals
the number of nodes in the hypothe
sized model which have an appropri
ate fulltemplate number correspon
ding to the fu1ltemplatenumber of
the template, like comer or hole..

Hypothesis verifying module with templates already matched.

This module verifies hypotheses with the status "open" or "generate". This module contains one main routine
found in "lib/hypo_verify_temp.p":

(1) hypothesis_verify_temptableO;
(1.1) searchfor_open_or...,generate_hypoO -> hypo -> no_hypos;
(1.2) verify_hypo_temptable(hypo);

(a) searchfor_verified_node_with_resu1t(hypo,model) -> v_node_i;
(b) verify-hypo_node_and_relation(hypo,node,v_node_c,model) -> oke;

First, a search is done for "open" or "generate" hypotheses. If found then a verified node is traced (and assigned
to v_node_i) and from that a verified node is passed to the routine which tries to verify the relation and node
attributes (read: template scale and rotation) by searching for appropriate templates in the template table. The
verify_hypo_node_andJelationO routine forms the basis of this module. It uses three routines:

(1) check_template(temp,blob,full) -> boolean;
(2) check_node(full,a_m,s_m,a_s,s_s,a_h,s_h) -> a_h -> s_h -> boolean;
(3) check_relation(a_h,s_h,r_m,p_m,r_s,p_s) -> a_h -> s_h -> boolean;

Here, the variables ending on _m are model constants, ending on _s are scene constants (the matched
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templates), ending on _h are the constants which gives the hypothesized difference between scale and angle of the scene
object and the model, see also paragraph 3.2 the equations N(1), N(2), R(I) and R(2).

Hypothesis verifying module with generation of templates.

This module generate templates unequal to the initialtemplates. It contains one main routine found in
"lib/hypo_verify...,generate.p":

(I) hypothesis_verify...,generateO;
(a) template_in_temptable(hypo,node) -> unmatch -> boolean;
(b) generate_template(hypo,node);

Figure 4.5 shows the listing of the main routine hypothesis_verify...,generateO.

defme hypothesis_verify-i:enerateO;
Ivars hypo, node, model, unmatch;
for hypo from Ito numberhyp(D_hypo) do

if slatusCD_hypo)(hypo) = 'verify' then
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model:
pr(newline); spr('hypo verify generate'); pr(hYPO);
for node from Ito numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

if not(nodeshCD_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY) then
if template_in_templable(hypo,node) -> unmatch then

if not(unmatch) then
veri_anempts(D_hypo)(hypo) + I

-> veri_anempts(D_hypo)(hypo);
true -> nodeshCD_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY);

else
true -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,GENERATE);

endif;
else

generale_template(hypo,node);
endif;

endif;
endfor;
'generate' -> slatus(D_hypo)(hypo);

endif;
endfor,

enddefine;

Fig. 4.5 Listing of the routine hypothesis_verify...,generateO;

The routine checks every hypothesis with the status "verify". If found then all nodes of that hypothesis are checked if
they are verified. If a node is not verified and cannof be verified because there is no proper template in the template
table it is generated.

Hypothesis rejection or confirmation module.

This module rejects or confirms hypothesis. It contains one main routine found in "lib/rejeccconfrrm.p":

(I) hypothesis_rejeccand_confrrmO;
(a) reject(hypo);
(b) confrrm(hypo);

A hypothesis is rejected

(1) if its status is "verify" and the variable "veri_nodes" which is a counter for the number of verified nodes, equals
one,
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(2) if the number of attempts "veri_attempts" plus "veri_nodes" equals the number of nodes of the
hypothesized model and the status of the hypo is "verify" or "generate" and beside all that the
"veri_nodes" is less than two,

(3) if the hypothesis uses templates of a confIrmed hypothesis.

The hypothesis is confmned if "veri_nodes" + "veri_attempts" equals the number of nodes of a hypothesized
model and "veri_nodes" is greater than one. The status must be "verify" or "generate".

Visualisation module.

This last module is the visualiser found in "lib/visualise.p". It contains several routines which displays vari
ous results:

(1) visualise_matchJesults(window_mr);
(2) visualise_fInal_results(window_rnr);
(3) visualise_statisticsO;
(4) visualise_hypo_resultsO;

The fIrst routine displays the template results. After opening a graphics window the templates are drawn in
as a square dependent on:

(1) size of the template (subsarnple value),
(2)the position,
(3) the scale denoted by the length of the line which also gives the angle of the template (the line starts in

the center of the square),
(4) the fulltemplatenumber (1 =comer, 2 =hole and 3 =circlesegment),
(5) the status denoted by a single letter ("b", "a", "v" or "k", the double templates are not drawn) and
(6) if the complement of the template is matched (if true then a "c" is displayed).

The second routine visualises the fInal results by drawing the hypothesized graphs in the same window which
displays the match results with straight lines between the centers of the templates. Only the confIrmed
hypotheses are visualised.

The third routine displays 1) the position, 2) scale and angle difference between the hypothesized model and
scene object, 3) the confmnation certainty defIned in paragraph 3.2 and so on. Also the number of total
opened hypotheses are printed supported by the number of confmned hypotheses.

The fourth routine is used for debug purposes. It prints all fIelds of the datastructure "D_hypo" found in fIg
ure 4.3.
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~ The recognition performance.

In this chapter the performance of the method is given. An example is worked out in more detail to show
how the program performs.

5.1 An example of a recognition.

As an example three entirely visible objects will be recognized. The system constants are set up as figure 5.1
shows. Here, three binary images are preprocessed (threshold 79, 80, 81) to get good matching results. The
delta's (relative- and absolute errors of angles and lengths) are chosen quit large to get a good performance.
The models where the system is looking for are the corner-object, the corner-hole-object and the corner-circle
object, see figure 3.3. The initial templates which can be derived from these models are corner-templates
where the angle ranges from 0 to 190 with a step of 10 degrees. Figure 5.2 shows the objects in the scene.

SYSTEM CONSTMIS

constant MDIS=IO;
constant TIIRES_LOW=79;
constant TIIRESJIIGH=81;
constant TIIRES_STEP=I;

;;; Minimum distance allowed between templates.
;;; Threshold value vau low in matcher.
;;; Threshold value vau high in matcher.
;;; Threshold step in matcher.

constant MM=3; ;;; Number of models
constant DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP=40; ;;; Tolerance angle templates allowed (absolute).
constant DELTA_ANGLE_VECfOR=20; ;;; Tolerance angle of vector allowed (absolute).
constant DELTA_SCALE_TEMP=O.S; ;;; Tolerance scale templates allowed (percentage).
constant DELTA_SCALE_VECTOR=O.4; ;;; Tolerance scale vector allowed (perc.).
constant CONFIR...\CREJECf=true; ;;; ConfIIYl1 hypo with rejection of other hypos.

Fig. 5.1 System constants.

Fig. 5.2 Input image of three entirely visible objects.

The result of the match of the initial templates is depicted by figure 5.3. As explained in paragraph 4.2 the
squares are the size of the templates being matched. The line give the angle (the orientation is positive) and
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scale of the template, the letters the fulltemplate number (corner=l) and label of the template.

Fig. 5.3 The match-result of the initial templates applied on the input-image.

After the recognition the final results and statistics are shown, see figure 5,4

OBJECT found as comer model
HYPO ~LJMBER 5
CONFIR.\1ATION CERTAL\TY 100.0 %
POSmON X= 394 Y= 139
SCALE 0.362285
ROTATION 121.5

OBJECT found as comer3ircle model
HYPO ~LJMBER 17
COJl.'FIR..\1ATIO~ CERTAL\TY 100.0 %
POSmON X= 268 Y= 88
SCALE 0.366753
ROTATION 37.'675

OBJECT found as comer model
HYPO ~LJMBER 33
CONF1R.l\1ATION CERTAL\TY 100.0 %
POSmON X= 214 Y= 408
SCALE 0.369115
ROTATION 174.25

NUMBER HYPOS 59
NUMBER CONFIRMED HYPOS 3
NUMBER REJECTED HYPOS 56

Fig.5A The fmal-results and statistics of the recognition.

The figure shows that all objects are recognized with a confirmation certainty of 100% but the corner-hole object
laying in the scene is recognized as a corner-model although the objects were checked against first the corner-hole
then the corner and than the corner-circle model. Probably, the hole position was not correct because the system
constants are chosen too small or the model-description is not accurate enough.
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The fmal results shows three templates which are labeled with an "artifact". The artifact laying in the corner
of the comer-hole object is a result of verifying the corner-circle model by generation of a hole template with
proper scale and angle but with a false position. The other two artifacts situated around the hole of the corner
hole Object are a result of verifying hypotheses by generating a number of corner templates where the
complement was also matched. From these last two artifacts one could learn that the method is robust but
that by improvement of the selectivity between corner, hole and circlesegment these artifact would never
occur and so no verification had been carried out resulting in a faster recognition (= less hypotheses). An other
solution to get ride of side effects by generating templates is to distinguish between initial templates and
generated templates; only with the initialtemplates a hypothesis can be opened.

5.2 Three kinds of images.

It is possible to divide the types of images in three parts:

(1) black objects on a white background,
(2) white objects on a black background,
(3) a combination of these two (result of threshold scanning).

All objects which are shown in figure 3.3 are recognized in the first two kinds of images except the corner
circle-hole model because the circle-segment and hole are so close to eachother that the circle-segment
rtrtemplate overlaps the hole causing no match.

Because the number of matches increases by taking more thresholds from the grey-level input-image the third
situation has not been tested more precise. From the tests now made, the recognition explode in time because
of the almost unlimited number of hypothesis which were opened caused by the many match-results. To
decrease the number of matches an heuristic rule must be adapted for example when ten similar templates have
to be matched on the same position within twenty thresholded images then only one result is passed through
the template table (with average scale and/or angle).

5.3 Improvements.

This paragraph will summaries the proposed improvements. These are laying in the field of:

(1) the preprocessing,
(2) the feature types,
(3) the model-description,
(4) hypothesis handling.

The preprocessing can be improved by using a -DTC (dynamic threshold chart) as explained in [3] or by
improvement of the threshold scanning decreasing the number of template-match-results using a heuristic rule
(see paragraph 5.2).

The feature types which are now calculated from the full templates contammg only do care pixels can be
improved using edge-templates. Edge-templates can match with the output of the DTC but could also match
the circle-hole corner of the comer-circle-hole object. However, the choice of using edge-templates gives a
more complex program to extract the fulltemplates directly from the input scene by hand.

The model-description used in the experiments were calculated by hand, so it is expected that the real object
is not accurately described by the graph. To make no design-errors the model-description could be extracted
automatically by putting the entirely visible object under the camera. Thus, automatic-extraction of a model
graph makes it more easier to extend the model-database with models.

The hypothesis handling can be improved and extended on several points:
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(a) distinguish between initial- and generated template results as explained in paragraph 5.1,
(b) selection of the best hypotheses,
(c) use parts of the models first as models,
(d) verification of confmned hypotheses with contours,
(e) treatment of dependent models.

The selection of the best hypotheses - this process is also shown in figure 4.1 - must make the best choice out
of a number of hypotheses. The hypotheses involved, are covering the same space altogether (read: use almost
the same templates) with a confirmation certainty less than 100% (caused by bad lighting or partial
occlusion). A confirmed hypothesis with a confIrmation certainty of 100% needs no further selection.

By taking parts of the models as models frrst, the recognition speed could be increased. These parts are treated
as templates to build up the entire model. The speed is increased because of two reasons. First, it is not
necessary that all nodes of a (wrong) hypothesis have to be verified. Second, the search-strategy is better
because the increased number of template-types increases the selectivity between the models in the system.

The verification of the confmned hypotheses - this process is also shown in figure 4.1 - by checking the
contours of the scene object is a valuable operation because the graph model-description is not a description of
the entire object, but only contains some features and their relations to one another. As a manner of fact, the
graph model-description is not always complete. Figure 5.5 shows an image which needs verification by
contours in a system where a rectangle is described by only corners of 90 degrees.

Fig. 5.5 Scene object which needs contour-verification.

When models are dependent from eachother - for example the corner object and the comer-hole object, see
chapter 3 - the hypothesisverification to recognjze the scene objects must also check for the no-existence of
features in ~ scene objects. This makes the models independent from eachother. To take the recognition of a
comer-hole object as an example: when this object is hypothesized as being a comer object the verification
results in the recognition of a comer object because the method did not verify the no-existence of the hole. So,
the graph of the comer object must contain a extra node. This node must have an extra attribute indicating
that the hole represented by this node does not exist in the comer object.
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~ Conclusions and recommendations.

This part of the report has explained the second method introduced. It is based on subtemplates and graphs
have been used as model-description. If one compares the method with the project-description given in part I
of this report the conclusions are as follows:

(1) the method can recognize several, different, partially occluded objects, scale, rotation and translation
independent The several lighting situations- condition has not been met because the preprocessing used
has not been worked out in more detail, although the objects can be recognized if one takes some time.
Paragraph 5.3 gives some improvements concerning the preprocessing.

(2) the method selects relevant features depending on the situation in the scene.

(3) the method is slow but can be speed up by the improvements listed in paragraph 5.3.

(4) the methods search-strategy is worked out in such extend that all models are verified which contains
a feature found in the scene. This search-strategy will be improved when parts of the models are treated as
templates building up the entire model, because there are more template-types which can distinguish the
models.

The most attention was gone to the hypotheses handling at the cost of the preprocessing part. Therefore no
capacity measurements have been carried out more precise. The program has an open structure transparent and
is therefore very suitable for extensions.
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,.
This progl'3lIl recognize test-objects. It is based OIl a concurrent programming
techniquc but not implcmcnted likc thaL

Author: MK. van Dijk,
Date : april 1989.

Thc program is build up outof scveral "processcs" working on datastrUC1urcs :

I. mEINITIAUZER
2 THE MATCHER
3. THE VISUAliZER
4. HYPOTHESIS OPEN
5. HYPOTIiESIS VERIFY TEMPTABLE
6. HYPOTHESIS VERIFY GENERATE
7. REJECf AND CONFIRM
8. PAPS CONFIGURATION

and datastrUctures :

I. FULLTEMPLATES
2 Th\1.PLATE_TABLE
3. MODELS
4. HYPOTHESES
5. HASH3ABLE

*'
200000O -> popmemlim;

,.
SYSTEM CONSTAJ'ITS

constant MDIS=1 0; ;;; Minimum distancc allowed between templates.
constant MM=3; ;;; Number of models
constant DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP=50; ;;; Tolerance angle templates allowed (ab).
constant DELTA_AJ~GLE_VECfOR=30; ;;; Tolcrance angle of vector allowed (ab).
constant DELTA_SCALE_Th\1.P=O.5; ;;; Tolerancc scale templates allowed (per).
constant DELTA_SCALE_VECfOR=O.4; ;;; Tolcrancc scalc vector allowed (perc.).
constant THRES_LOW=79; ;;; Threshold value vau low in matcher.
constant THRES_HIGH=81; ;;; Threshold value vau high in matcher.
constant THRES_STEP=I; ;;; Threshold step in matcher.
constant CONFIRM_REJECf=trUc; ;;; Confum hypo with rejection of othcr hypos.

,.
LIBRARIES

*'
l'-Ipop/q>aps2/poplog/lib'] <> popuscslist -> popuscslist;

uscs q>aps2;
uscs datastruct;
uscs initialise;
uscs matcher;
uscs visualisc;
uses hypo_open;
uscs hypo_verify_temp;
uses hypo_verifyJcnerate;
uses rejeC1_and_confirm;
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,.
MAIN PROGRAM.

*'
vars window_mr;
vars window_fr;

initialisc_fullternplatesO;

;;;initialisc_modclsO;

;;;makc_square_model(l );
makc_comer_model(2);
make_comer_hole_model(l );

;;;makc_circlc_modcl(3);
;;;makc_circlc_holc_modcl(l );

makc_comcr_circlc_modcl(3);
;;;makc_comcr_circlc_hole_modcl(4);
;;;makc_duck_modcl(l );

initialisc_hashtablcO;

initialisc_temptablc_artO;
matchcrQ;

pwm_makcgfxwin('mateh_results' ,2*375,2*3(0) ->
window_mr;

visualisc_match_rcsults(window_mr);

until all_tcmp_artefaC1_or_used_in_confirmed_hypoO do
hypothcsis_openO;

visualise_match_results(window_mr);

hypothcsis_verifY-temptableO;
hypothesis_rejeC1_and_confirmO;
visualise_match_results(window_mr);

hypothesis_verifyJenerateO;
hypothesis_rejeC1_and_confirmO;

matcherQ;
visualisc_match_results(window_mr);

hypothcsis_verify_ternptableO;
hypothesis_rejeC1_and_confirmO;
visualise_match_results(window_mr);

hypothcsis_vcrifyJencrateO;
hypothesis_rejeC1_and_confirmO;

cnduntil;

visualiscJrnal_results(window_mr);
visualise_statisticsO;

,.
visuaiisc_hypo_resultsO;
pwm_makcgfxwin('fmal_results' ,2*375,2*3(0) -> window_fr;
visualiscJrnal_results(windowjr);
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Module datastructures "lib/datastruct.p"

,.
This library module is used in the program "rec:og_l.p". That program
recognize 6 test-objects. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like thaL

vars Djulltemp;
consfulltemplates(

newarray([l/lMFll,O),
newarray([l/lMFI' "(-SIZE_Fr) /lSIZE_Fr "(-SIZE_IT) /lSIZE_F11

nr_x_care),
newarray([l/lMFf l/l(2·SIZE_TEMP + 1)1,0)) -> D_fulltemp;

Author: M.K. van DiJK.,
Date: april 1989.

ARRAY CONSTANTS

constant MFI'=3;
constant MIT= I00;
constant MH=25O;
constant MBLOB=150;
constant MNODES=50;

;;; Maximal number of fulltemplates.
;;; Maximal number of templates in table.
;;; Maximal number of hypotheses.

;;; Muimal number of blobs per template.
;;; Maximal number of nodes (and relations)

recordc1ass hashtable
table
previousmodel;

vars D_hash;
conshashtable(newarray([l/lMFr I/lMM1, false),

newarray([I/lMIT I /lMBLOB1, 0)) -> D_hash;

,.
OTHER CONSTAJ\'TS

CONVENTION: all datastrucwre names begin with D_.,

,.
THE DATA-STRUCTURES.

constant BOTH_DEP = I;
constant ANGLE_DEP = 2;
constant SCALE_DEP = 3;

,.
FULLTEMPLATES.

recordclass template_table
fulltempnumber
angletemp
scaletemp
complement
positions
numberpos
comment
hyponumber
numberhypos
matched
numbertemp;

~

MODELS.

vars D_temptable;
constemplate_table(newarray([I/lMTI],O),

newarray([l/lMTT],O),
newarray([l/lMTT], I),
newarray([l /lMTT], false),
newarray([I/lMIT I/IMBLOB 011,0), ;;; O=X, I=Y
newarray([I/lMTT],O),
newarray([I/lMIT I/IMBLOB1, 'b'), ;;; 'b' = begin

;;; 'a' =anefact
::: 'v' =verified
;;; 'd' = double
;;; 'k' = confirmed

newarray([I/lMIT I/IMBLOB I/IMNODES1, 0),
newarray([l/lMTI I /lMBLOB1, 0),
newarray([I/lMTT], false),
0) -> D_temptable;

;;; half of the width fulltemp (square) -13,0,13
;;; half of the width template (square) -5,0,5

constant SIZE_Fr = 13;
constant SIZE_TEMP = 5;

constant COR;~ER = I;
constant HOLE = 2;
constant ClRSEG = 3;

constant X = 0;
constant Y = 1;
constant FULLTEMP = 0;
constant RADIUS = 0;
constant ANGLE = I;
constant SCALE = 2;
constant VERIFY = 2;
constant GElIleRATE = 3;
constant TEMP = 4;
constant BLOB = 5;

recordclass fulltemplates
type
fulltemp
nr-P3ra;

recordc1ass models
nodesm
relationsm
numbemodes
namemod;
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van D_models;
consmodels(newarray([lIlM.\i IIlMNODES 0 21, 0), ;;; O=FULLTEMP, I=ANGLE, 2=SCALE

newarray([lIlMM I IIMNODES 0 11,0), ;;; O=RADIUS, I=ANGLE
newarray([lIlMM1,O),
newarray([lIlMM}; 'no_name')) -> D_models;

r
HYPOTIIESES.

"I

rccordclass hypothesis
modelhyp
sca1ehyp
anglehyp
slJltus
nodesh
veri_nodes
veri_anempts
numberhyp;

vars D_hypo;
conshypothesis(newarray([I I1MH],O),

newarray([I I1MH1, I),
newarray([lIlMH1,O),
newarray([lIlMH1, 'empty'),
newarray([IIIMH I I1MNODES 05], false), ;;; position: O=X, I=Y

;;; 2=VERIFY
;;; 3=GENERATE
;;;4=TEMP
;;; S=BLOB

newarray([1 IIMHJ,O),
newarray([IIlMH1,O),
0) -> D_hypo;
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Module initialise "lib/initialise.p"

/*
This library module is used in the program "recoILl.p". That program
recognize 6 test-objects. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like that.

Author. M.K. van DiJK,
Date : april 1989.

TIlE INTIlALIZER.

define makejulltemp_comer(full);
Ivars x,y;
ANGLE_DEP -> type(D_fulltemp)(full);

;;; 8 lines : 'wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww'
for y fran -SIZE]T to -I do

for x from -SIZE_FT to SIZE_FT do
nr_white -> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

endfor;
endfor,

;;; 9 lines : 'wwwwwwwwbbbbbbbbbb'
for y fran 0 to SIZE_FT do

for x from -SIZE_FT to -I do
nr_white .> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

endfor;
for x from 0 to SIZE_FT do

nr_black -> fulltemp(Djulltemp)(full,x,y);
endfor;

endfor;

;;; parameters
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,I); ;;; input_up
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,2); ;;; input_down
o -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,3); ;;; input_flow
127 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,4); ;;; subsampling
liS -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,5); ;;; threshold_up
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,6); ;;; threshold_down
o -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,7); ;;; grow_up (off)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,8); ;;; grow_down (off)
I .> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,9); ;;; mode (match=result)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,IO); ;;; match (upper only)
7 -> rtr-para(Djulltemp)(full,I I); ;;; display (equal mode)

enddefme;

define makejulltemp_circ1esegment(full);
Ivars x,y,angle,r;
BOTIl_DEP -> type(Djulltemp)(full);

;;; fulltemplate
for x fran -SIZE_FT to SIZE_FT do

for y from -SIZE_FT to SIZE_FT do
nr_white -> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

endfor;
endfor;
for r from 0 to 2·SIZE_TEMP - I do

for angle fran 90 by 2 to 180 do
round(r*cos(angIe» + SIZE_TEMP -> x;
-round(r*sin(angle» + SIZE_TEMP -> y;

nr_black -> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);
c:ndfor;

endfor,
for x fran 6 to SIZE_FT do

for y from -4 to 5 do
nr_black.> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

c:ndfor;
endfor;
for x fran -4 to SIZE_FT do

for y from 6 to SIZE_FT do
nr_black -> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

endfor;
endfor;

;;; parameters
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,I); ;;; input_up
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,2); ;;; input_down
o -> nr-P8ra(Djulltemp)(full,3); ;;; input_flow
31 -> nr--Pllra(D_fulltemp)(full,4); ;;; subsampling
I IS -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,5); ;;; threshold_up
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,6); ;;; threshold_down
o -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,7); ;;; grow_up (off)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,8); ;;; grow_down (off)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,9); ;;; mode (match=result)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,IO); ;;; match (upper only)
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,1 I); ;;; display (equal mode)

enddefme;

define makejulltemp_hole(full);
Ivars x,y,angle,r,
SCALE_DEP -> type(D_fulltempXfull);

;;; fulltemplate
for x fran -SIZE_FT to SIZE_FT do

for y from -SIZE_FT to SIZE_FT do
nr_white -> fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full,x,y);

c:ndfor;
endfor;
for r from 0 to SIZE_TEMP - I do

for angle from 0 by 5 to 360 do
round(r*cos(angIe» -> x;
round(r*sin(angle» -> y;
nr_black -> fulltemp(D_fulltempXfull,x,y);

c:ndfor;
endfor;

;;; parameters
7 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full, I); ;;; input_up
7 -> nr-P8ra(D_fulltemp)(full,2); ;;; input_down
o -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,3); ;;; input_flow
31 -> nr-P8ra(D_fulltemp)(full,4); ;;; subsampling
113 -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,5); ;;; threshold_up
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,6); ;;; threshold_down
o -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,7); ;;; grow_up (off)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,8); ;;; grow_down (off)
I -> nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,9); ;;; mode (match=result)
I -> nr-P8ra(D_fulltemp)(full,lO); ;;; match (upper only)
7 -> nr-P8ra(D_fulltemp)(full,II); ;;; display (equal mode)

enddefme;

define initialise_fulltemplatesO;
make_fulltemp_comer(CORNER);
make_fulltemp_circlesegment(CIRSEG);
make_fullterup_hole(HOLE);

enddefme;
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define initialise_temptable_altO;
Ivan temp;

:;:r
for temp from 2 by I to 21 do

CORNER .> fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp-I);
'7' .> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp-I);
false -> complement(D_temptable)(temp-I);
100(temp) -> angletemp(D_temptable)(temp-l);

r
CORNER .> fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp);
'7' -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp);
true -> complement(D_temptable)(temp);
20*(templ2) -> angietemp(D_temptable)(temp);

./
endfor,

;;;-/
/-

for temp from 2 by 2 to 20 do
HOLE -> fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp-I);
0.125·0+0.2- (temp)l2) -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp-I);
false -> complement(D_temptable)(temp-I);
'7' -> angietemp(D_temptable)(temp.1);

HOLE -> fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp);
0.125·0+0.2- (temp)12) -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp);
true -> complement(D_temptable)(temp);
'7' -> angletemp(D_temptable)(temp);

endfor,
./

for temp from 42 by 2 to 60 do
CIRSEG -> fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp-1);
0.1·«temp-40)12) -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp-l);
false -> complemenl(D_temptable)(temp-1);
'7' -> angletemp(D_lemptable)(temp-1);

CIRSEG .> fulllempnumber(D_temptable)(temp);
0.1-«temp-40)/2) -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp);
true -> complement(D_temptable)(temp);
'7' -> angletemp(D_lemptable)(temp);

endfor,
20 -> numbertemp(D_temptab1e);

enddefme;

defme make_square_model(model);
1vars node, model;
;;; square 32Ox320 pixels
'square 32Ox320 pixels' -> namemod(D_models)(mode1);
for node from 1 to 4 do

CORNER .> nodesm(D_models)(mode1,11ode,FUllTEMP);
90*(node-1) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);
'7' .> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,SCALE);
320 -> relationsm(D_models)(mode1,11ode,RADIUS);
90*(node-2) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);

endfor,
4 -> numbemodes(D_models)(mode1);

enddefme;

defme make_comer_mode1(model);
Ivan node, model;
Ivars short =true;
'comer model' -> namemod(D_models )(model);
4 -> numbemodes(D_models)(model);
Ivan Template = ["CORNER "CORNER "CORNER "CORNER];
Ivars Angletemplate = [-90 0 90 ISO];

Ivan Scaletemplate =[ '7' '7' '7' '7'];
Ivan Anglevector =[-180 -90 0 90];
Ivan Radiusvector = [ 79 39 79 39];
for node from I to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

hd(Template) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,FUllTh\1P);
hd(Angietemplate) .> nodesm(D_modeIsXmodel,llode,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,SCALE);
hd(Angievector) -> relationsm(D_modelsXmodel,llode,ANGLE);
S-hd(Radiusvector) .> relationsm(D_modelsXmodel,llode,RADIUS);
tl(Template) .> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaletemplate;
tl(Anglevector) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiusvector) .> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefine;

defme make_comer_hole_model(model);
Ivan node, model;
Ivan short =true;
'comer_hole model' .> namemod(D_models)(model);

S .> numbemodes(D_modelsXmodel);
Ivan Template =["COR..'IffiR "CORNER "CORNER "HOLE "CORc"<r:R]:
Ivan Angletemplate = [-90 0 90 '7' ISO]:
Ivan Scaletemplate = [ '7' '7' '1' 1 T];
Ivan Anglevector = [-180 -90 4S -7 90]:
Ivan Radiusvector = [ 79 39 14 70 39];
for node from 1 to numbemodes(D_modelsXmodel) do

hd(Template) -> nodesm(D_modelsXmodel,llode,FUll.TE.\1P);
hd(Angietemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_modelsXmodel,node,SCALE);
hd(Angievector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);
S-hd(Radiusvector) -> relationsm(D_modelsXmodel,node,RADIUS);
tl(Template) -> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) .> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) .> Scaletemplate;
tl(Anglevector) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiusvector) -> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefine;

defme make_circle_model(model);
Ivan node, model;
Ivan short =true;
'circle model' .> namemod(D_models)(model);
4·> numbemodes(D_models)(model):
Ivan Template =[ACIRSEG ACIRSEG ACIRSEG "CIRSEG]:
Ivan Ang1etemp1ate = [-90 0 90 180];
Ivan Scaler.emplate = [ 1 1 1 1]:
Ivan Ang1evector = [-ISO -90 0 90];
IvarsRadiusvector =[ 71 31 71 31];
for node from 1 to numbemodes(D_modelsXmodel) do

hd(Template) -> nodesm(D_modelsXmodel,llode,FUll.TEMP);
hd(Angietemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(mode1,11ode,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_modelsXmodel,node,SCALE);
hd(Angievector) -> re1ationsm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);
S·hd(Radiusvector) -> relatiOllsm(D_models)(model,node,RADIUS);
tl(Template) -> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaler.emplate;
tl(Anglevector) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiusvector) -> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefine;
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endfor,
endfor,

enddefme;

defme initialise_hashtableO;
Ivars model, node;
for model from I to MM do

for node from 1 to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do
true -> table(D_hash)(nodesm(D_models)

(model,node,FULLTE..\1P),model);

defme initialise_modelsO;
;;;make_squ3J'e_model(1 );
make_comer_model(2);
make_comer_hole_model(1 );
;;;make_circle_model(3);
;;;make_circle_hole_model(l);
make_comer_circle_model(3);
;;;make_comer_circle_hole_model(l );
;;;make_duck_model( I);

enddefme;

defme make_duck_model(model);
Ivars node, model;
Ivars short =lIlle;
'duck model' -> namemod(D_models)(model);
7 -> numbemodes(D_models)(model);
Ivars Template = ["'CORNER IIHOLE IIHOLE "'COR.."'ffiR "'COR.."TER

"'CORNER "'CORNER];
Ivars Angletemplate = [ 0 '7' '7' ISO -90 90 0];
Ivars Scaletemplate = [ '7' O.S 0.6 '7' '7' '7' '7'];
Ivars Anglevector = [ ISO 167 70 19 -40 -90 180];
Ivars Radiusvector = [ 16 25 10 67 44 7 60];
for node from I to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

hd(femplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTE.\1P);
hd(Angletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,AJ';GLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,SCALE);
hd(Anglevector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,Ao'\GLE);
S-hd(Radiwvector) -> relatiOllsm(D_models)(model,node,RADrtJS);
tl(femplate) -> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaletemplate;
tl(Anglevector) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiwvector) -> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefme;

defme make_comer_circle_hole_model(model);
Ivars node, model;
Ivars short =lIlle;
'comer_circle_hole model' -> namemod(D_models)(model);
5 -> numbemodes(D_models)(model);
Ivars Template = ["CIRSEG "'CORNER IICIRSEG IIHOLE "'CORNER];
Ivars Angletemplate =[-90 0 90 '7' ISO];
Ivars Scaletemplate = [ I '7' I I '7'];
Ivars Anglevector = [-ISO -90 45 -7 90];
Ivars Radiusvector = [ 75 35 6 70 35];
for node from Ito numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

hd(femplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTEMP);
hd(Angletemplate) .> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,SCALE);
hd(Anglevector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE);
S-hd(Radiusvector) -> relatiOllsm(D_models)(model,llode,RADIUS);
tl(femplate) -> Template;

defme make_comer3ircle_model(model);
Ivars node, model;
Ivars short =lIlle;
'comer_circle model' -> namemod(D_models)(model);
4 -> numbemodes(D_models)(model);
Ivars Template = ["CIRSEG "'CORNER IICIRSEG "'CORNER];
Ivars Angletemplate = [-90 0 90 ISOJ;
Ivars Scaletemplate = [ I '7' 1 '7'];
Ivars Anglevector = [-ISO -90 0 90J;
Ivars Radiusvector = [ 75 35 75 35];
for node from 1 to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

hd(femplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTEMP);
hd(Angletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,node,SCALE);
hd(Anglevector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE);
S-hd(Radiusvector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,RADIUS);
tl(femplate) -> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaletemplate;
tl(Angleveetor) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiusvector) -> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefme;

defme make_cirde_hole_model(model); tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
Ivars node, model; tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaletemplate;
Ivars short = lIlle; tl(Angleveaor) -> Anglevector,
'circle_hole model' -> namemod(D_models)(model); tl(Radiusveaor) -> Radiusvector,
6 -> numbemodes(D_models)(model); endfor,
Ivars Template = ["CIRSEG "CIRSEG "CIRSEG IIHOLE IIHOLE "'CIRSEG]; enddefme;
Ivars Angletemplate =[-90 0 90 '7' '7' 180];
Ivars Scaletemplate = [ I I I I I IJ;
Ivars Anglevector = [·180 -90 24 -30 -30 90];
IvarsRadiusvector =[ 71 31 38 23 21 31J;
for node from I to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

hd(femplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(mode1,node,FULLTEMP);
hd(Angletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,ANGLE);
hd(Scaletemplate) -> nodesm(D_models)(model,llode,SCALE);
hd(Anglevector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE);
g-hd(Radiusvector) -> relationsm(D_models)(model,node,RADIUS);
tl(femplate) -> Template;
tl(Angletemplate) -> Angletemplate;
tl(Scaletemplate) -> Scaletemplate;
tl(Anglevector) -> Anglevector,
tl(Radiusveaor) -> Radiusvector,

endfor,
enddefme;
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Module matcher "lib/matcher.p"

,.
This library module is used in the program "reCOK.J.p". That program
recognize 6 test-objeets. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but nol. implemented like that.

Author: M.K. van DiJ"k,
Date : april 1989.

TIlE MATCHER.

define check_distance(d,ternp1,blobl,ternpZ,blobZ);
if

(d <=MDIS)
and nol.(templ = tempZ and blobl = blob2)

then
'd' -> conunent(D_temptable)(temp2,blob2);

endif;
enddefme;

define checkjor_double(full,templ ,blob I ,xl,yl);
Ivan temp2,blob2;
Ivars x2,y2,d;
for temp2 from 1 to numbenernp(D_temptable) do

if fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(tempZ)=full then
for blob2 from 1 to nwnberpos(D_temptable)(temp2) do

positions(D_temptable)(temp2,blob2,X) -> x2;
positions(D_temptable)(temp2,blob2,Y) -> y2;
distance(x l,y 1,x2,y2) -> d;
check_distance(d,templ,blobl,temp2,blob2);

endfor;
endif;

endfor;
enddefme;

define label_double_templatesO;
Ivars tempI, blobI , full;
Ivars xl, yl;
for tempi from I to numbenemp(D_temptable) do

fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp1) -> full;
for blob I from 1 to numberpos(D_temptable)(lempl) do

positions(D_temptable)(templ,blobl,X) -> xl;
positions(D_temptable)(templ,blobl,Y) -> yl;
if not('d'=comment(D_temptable)(templ,blobl» then

check_for_double(full,templ,blobl,xl,yl);
endif;

endfor;
endfor;

enddefme;

define get_angle_and_sca1e(temp) -> full-> a -> s_rel-> sample;
Ivars s_abs;

angletemp(D_temptable)(temp) -> a;
sca1etemp(D_temptable)(temp) .» s_abs -> sJel;
fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(ternp) -> full;
if a'" '7' or type(D_fullternp)(full)=SCALE DEP
then -

o .> a;
endif;
if s_abs = '7' or type(D_fulltemp)(full)=ANGLE_DEP

then
0.Z5 -> s_abs;

endif;
if s_abs > 1.0 then ;;; out of UpperboWld

1.0 .> s_abs;
1 -> sample;

endif;
if 0.5 < s_abs and s_abs <= 1.0 then

s_abs .> s_rel;
1 -> sample;

endif;
if 0.25 < s_abs and s_abs <= 0.5 then

s_abs*Z -> s_rel;
Z -> sample;

endif;
if 0.125 < s_abs and s_abs <= 0.25 then

s_abs*4 -> s_rel;
4-> sample;

endif;
if s_abs < 0.IZ5 then ;;; out of lowerbound

0.5 -> s_rel;
4 -> sample;

endif;
enddefine;

defme do_transform(temp) -> Arr;
Ivars x, y, x~ y~ Xf, yr;
Ivars a, s_abs, s_rel, full, sample;
Ivars Arr = newarray([A(-SIZE_FD ASIZE_FT A(-SIZE_FD

ASIZE_FIl, nr_x_care);
get_angle_and_sca1e(temp) -> full-> a -> s_rel .> sample;
for x from -SIZE_FT by 0.5 to SIZE_FT do

for y from -SIZE_FT by 1 to SIZE_FT do
round(s_rel*( x*cos(a)+y*sin(a») -> x~
round(s_rel*(-x*sin(a)+y·cos(a») -> y~
roWld(x) -> xr;
round(y) .> yr;
if

(-SIZE_FT <= x_ and x_ <= SIZE_FD
and (-SIZE_FT <= Y_ and y_ <= SIZE_FD

then
fulltemp(D_fulltemp)(full, xr, yr) -> Arr(x~y-:J;

endif;
endfor;

endfor;
enddefine;

deflne fill_nr_\emplate(temp,Arr) -> COUl\\_do_eatC -> D-!terrlpb,te;1
Ivars D_template '" tern-pureO;
o-> count_do_care;
for x from I to II do

for y from I to Il do
if cornplement(D_temptable)(temp) then

if Arr(x-6,y-6)=nr_white then
nr_black -> D_template(x,y);

endif;
if Arr(x-6,y-6)=nr_black then

nr_white -> D_template(x,y);
endif;
if Arr(x-6,y-6)=nr_x_care then

nr_x_care·> D_template(x,y);
endif;

else
Arr(x-6,y-6) -> D_template(x,y);

endif;
if D_template(x,y) 1= nr_x_care then
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count_do_care+ I -> cOlDlt_do_care;
endif;

endfor,
endfor,

enddefine;

defUle fill_parameters(temp, D_template, count_do_care) -> D_template;
Ivars full, index;
Ivars a, s_abs, s_rel, sample;
get_angle_and_scale(temp) -> full -> a -> s_rel-> sample;
for index from I to II do

nr-para(D_fulltemp)(full,index) -> D_template(["index]);
endfor,
rolDld«D_template([S])/lI ....2)..count_do_care) -> D_template([5]);
rolDld(32"sample - I) -> D_template([4]);

enddefUle;

defUle template_transform(temp) -> D_template;
Ivars s_abs;
do_transform(temp) -> Arr,
fill_nr_template(temp, Arr) -> count_do_care -> D_template;
fill-parameters(temp, D_template, count_do_care) -> D_template;

enddefme;

I'"
initi.ilise_fulltemplatesO;
initi.ilise_temptable_anO;
pn(template_transform(21 »;
match(22,template_transform(22»;../

endfor,
endif;

endfor,
label_double_templatesO;

enddefine;

defUle match(temp,D_template);
Ivars blob, index, m;
Ivars full, a, s_rel, sample;
Ivars xd, yd;
Ivars D_delta_x = newarray([l 4],0);
Ivars D_delta"'y == newarray([1 4], 0);
-39 -> D_delta_x(l); II -> D_delta"'y(I);
·IS -> D_delta_x(2); S -> D_delta"'y(2);
get_angle_and_sca1e(temp) -> full -> a -> s_rel -> sample;
;;; get blobs center of gravity (=match results) and put in array
nr-put(D_template, I ,I);
ptb...,getcogO -> m;
numberpos(D_temptable)(temp) -> blob;
0-> index;
until index = len-ptbcog(m) do

index + I -> index;
rolDld(lS"S/sample) + D_delta_x(sample) -> xd;
rolDld(lS"S/sample) + D_delta...Y(sample) -> yd;
dat-ptbcog(m)(index)(I)-xd -> positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob+index,X);
dat-ptbcog(m)(index)(2)-yd -> positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob+index,Y);

enduntil;
blob+index -> numberpos(D_temptable)(temp);
true -> matched(D_temptable)(temp);

enddefme;

defUle matcherQ;
Ivars temp, thres, D_template;
for temp from I to numbenemp(D_temptable) do

if not(matched(D_temptable)(temp» then
pr(newline); spr('match template'); spr(temp);
template_transform(temp) -> D_template;
for thres from THRES_LOW by TIIRES_STEP to THRES_ffiGH do

vau_setthr(thres);
match(temp,D_template);
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Module hypothesis open "lib/hypo open.p"

/*
This library module is used in the program "recog.) .p". That program
recognize 6 test-objects. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like mal.

Aumor: M.K. van Dijlc.,
Date : april 1989.

OPEN

*/

define aICtemp_artefact_or_used_in_confirmed_hypoO -> condition;
true .> condition;
for temp from 1 to nurnbertemp{D_temptable) do

for blob from Ito nurnberposCD_temptable)(temp) do
if

commentCD_temptable)(temp,blob) = 'b'
or comment(D_temptable)(temp.blob) = 'v'

men
false -> condition;

endif;
endfor;

endfor;
enddefme;

define distance(xl,yI,x2.y2) -> d;
lvars d;
sqrt«xl-x2)**2+(YI-y2)**2) -> d;

enddefme;

define angle(xl,yl,x2,y2,x3,y3)·> a;
Ivars a;
lvars dxl,dx2,dyl,dy2;
Ivars uitproduct, inproduct, dl, d2, teken;
distance(xl,yl,x2,y2) -> dl;
distance(x2,y2,x3,y3) .> d2;
x2-xl -> dxl;
y2-yl -> dyl;
x3-x2 -> dx2;
y3-y2 -> dy2;
dxl*dy2-dyl*dx2 -> uitproduct;
if uitproduct > 0 men I -> teken;
else -1 .> teken;
endif;
dx1*dx2+dy l*dy2 -> inproduct;
if dl*d2=O men 0 -> a;
else

false -> popradians;
round(arccos(inproduct/(dI *d2»*teken) -> a;

endif;
enddefme;

define searchfor_empty~hypoO -> hypo;
Ivars hypo = 1;
until stalUsCD_hypo)(hypo) = 'empty' do

hypo+ I .> hypo;
enduntil;

enddefme;

define searchfor_next_node(node,model,fulltempl) -> node -> more_nodes;
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Ivars more_nodes = true;
lvars found = false;
until not(more_nodes) or found do

node+ 1 -> node;
(fulltempl = nodesmCD_models)(model,node,FUll:rE.\1P» -> found;
(not(node = numbemodesCD_models)(model)+ I» -> more_nodes;

enduntil;
enddefine;

defme searchfor_next_model(full,temp,blob) -> model -> artefact;
Ivars model;
Ivars artefact = false;
previousmodel(D_hash)(temp,blob) + I -» model

-> previousmodel(D_hash)(temp,blob);
(model >= MM+ 1) -> artefact;
until artefact or table(D_hash)(full,model) do

mode1+ 1 -» model-> previousmodel(D_hash)(temp,blob);
(model = MM+ I) -> artefact;

enduntil;
enddefine;

defme searchfor_notused_templateO -> temp -> blob -> all_temp_used;
lvars temp, blob, np;
Ivars all_temp_used = false;
lvars found = false;
o->temp;
until found or all_temp_used do

temp + 1 -> temp;
I -> blob;
numberposCD_ternptable)(temp) -> np;
if np /= 0 then

until blob> np or found do
if

cornmentCD_temptable)(temp,blob) = 'b'
or cornment(D_temptable)(temp.blob) = 'v'

then
true -> found;

else
blob + I -> blob;

endif;
enduntil;

endif;
(temp = numberternp(D_temptable» -> all_temp_used;

enduntil;
enddefine;

defme open_hypo(hypo,model,node,temp,blob);
lvars a_"~ s_s, nh;
model -> mode1hypCD_hypo)(hypo);
angletempCD_temptable)(temp) -> a_,;

if a_, = "/' men '7' .> anglehyp(D_hypo)(hypo);
else

a_s - nodesmCD_models)(model,node,ANGLE) ->
anglehypCD_hypo)(hypo);

endif;
scaletemp{D_temptable)(temp) -> s_s;

if s_s = '7' men '7' -> scalehypCD_hypo)(hypo);
else

s_s/nodesmCD_models)(model.node,SCALE) ->
scalehyp(D_hypo)(hypo);

endif;



'open' -> status(D_hypo)(hypo);
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,X) -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,X);
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,Y) -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,Y);
true .> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY);
temp -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,TEMP);
blob -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,BLOB);
veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypo}+ I -> veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypo);
'v' -> comment(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
numberbypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob) -> nh;
nh+ I -> nh;
hypo -> hypooumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,nh);
nh -> numberbypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
numberbyp(D_hypo}+ I -> numberbyp(D_hypo);

enddefUle;

define hypothesis_openO;
Ivan temp, blob, model, hypo, node;
Ivan more_nodes, full;
Ivan artefact;
Ivan all_temp_used =false;
Ivan opened = false;
searchfor_notused_templateO -> temp -> blob -> all_temp_used;
until all_temp_used or opened do

fulltempnumberCD_temptable)(temp) -> full;
searchfor_next_model(full,temp,blob) -> model-> artefact;
if not(artefact) then

o->node;
searchfor_next_node(node,rnodel,full) -> node -> more_nodes;
until not(more_nodes) do

searchfor_empty_hypo() -> hypo;
prCnewline); sprC'open hypo'); pl\hypo);
open_hypo(hypo,rnodel,node,temp,blob);
searchfor_next_node(node,model,full) .> node -> more_nodes;

enduntil;
true -> opened;

else
'a' -> comment(D_temptable)(temp.blob);
searchfor_DOOlsed_templateO -> temp -> blob -> all_temp_used;

endif;
enduntil;

enddefUle;
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Module hypothesis verify template table "lib/hypo_verify_temp.p"

,.
This library module is used in the program "recog..J.p". ThaI program
recognize 6 lesl-objects. II is based on a concurrenl programming
technique bUI not implemenled like thaI.

Author. M.K. van Dijk,
Dale : april 1989.

VERIFY TEMPTABLE

define c:heck_lemplale(lemp,blob,full) -> tempoke;
;;;pr(newline); pr('temp check');
false -> lempoke;
if

(full = fulltempnwnber(D_lemptable)(temp»
and nOICd' = commenl(D_lemptable)(temp,blob»
and nOICk' = comment(D_lemptable)(temp,blob»

then
uue -> tempoke;

endif;
enddefme;

define check_node(full,a_m,s_m,a_s,s_s,a_h,s_h) -> a_h -> s_h -> nodeoke;
;;;pr(newline); spr('node check');
Ivan a_h.... s_h_;
Ivan angleoke =false;
Ivan sca1eoke =false;
if type(Djulllemp)(full)=SCALE_DEP then

UUe -> angleoke;
else

if a_h ='7' then
UUe -> angleoke;
;;;a_s - a_m -> a_h;

else
a_s - a_m -> a_h_;
if

(abs(a_h_ + 360 - a_h) <= DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP) or
(abs(a_h_ - a_h) <= DELTA_ANGLE_TE.\1P) or
(abs(a_h_ - 360 - a_h) <= DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP)

then
true -> angleoke;

endif;
endif;

endif;

if type(Djulltemp)(full)=ANGLE_DEP then
uue -> sca1eoke;

else
if s_h = '1' then

UUe -> sca1eoke;
;;;s_s/s_m .> s_h;

else
s_s/s_m .> s_h_;
if abs«s_h_ .. s_h)/s_h) <= DELTA_SCALE_TEMP then

UUe -> sca1eoke;
endif;

endif;
endif;
(angleoke and sca1eoke) -> nodeoke;
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;;;pr(newline); spr(angleoke); spr(sca1eoke);1
enddefme;

defllle check_relation(a_h,s_h,r_m,p_m,r_s,p_s) -> a_h -> s_h -> reloke;
;;;pr(newline); pr('relalion check');
Ivan a_h_, s_h_;
Ivan angrel = false;
Ivan sc1rel = false;
if a_h = '1' then

true -> angrel;
p_s - p_m -> a_h;

else
p_s - p_m -> a_h_;
if

(abs(a_h_ - a_h) <= DELTA_ANGLE_VECTOR)
then

UUe -> angrel;
(a_h + a_h-:J12 -> a_h;

endif;
if

(abs(a_h_ - 360 .. a_h) <= DELTA_A.lIWLE_VECTOR)
then

UUe -> angrel;
(a_h + a_h_ - 360)12 -> a_h;

endif;
if

(abs(a_h_ + 360 - a_h) <= DELTA_A."WLE_VECTOR)
then

UUe -> angrel;
(a_h + a_h_ + 360)12 .> a_h;

endif;
endif;

if s_h ='1' then
uue -> scIrel;
r_s/r_m -> s_h;

else
r_s/r_m -> s_h_;
if abs«s_h - s_h-:J/s_h) <= DELTA_SCALE_VECTOR then

uue -> scIrel;
(s_h + s_h-:J12 -> s_h;

endif;
endif;
(angrel and scIrel) -> reloke;
;;;pr(newline); spr(angrel); spr(scIrel);

enddefme;



'open' -> status(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);
fOT node fTom Ito numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

fOT index from X to BLOB do
nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,index) -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new,node,index);

endfor,
endfor,
veri_nodes(D_hyPO)(hyPO) - I -> veri_nodes(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);
veri_anempts(D_hyPO)(hyPO) -> veri_anempts(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);
fOT node from Ito numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,TEMP) -> temp;

defme calculate_vectoT(model,v_node,node,temp,blob) -> T_m .> p_m -> T_S -> p_s;
Ivars x, y, x_n, y_n, x_v, y_v;
Ivan rei;
nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,v_node,x) -> x_v;
nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,v_node,Y) .> y_v;
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,x) -> x_n;
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,Y) -> y_n;
distance(x_n,y_n,x_v,y_v).> T_S;

angle(-x_n+x_v, -y_n+y_v, 0,0,1,0) -> p_s;
v_node .> rel;
o->x;
O->y;
until reI = node do

relatiOllsm(D_models)(model,rel,ANGLE) -> p_m;
relationsm(D_models)(model,reI,RADIUS) -> T_m;
x + T_m·cos(p_m) -> x;
y + T_m·sin(p_m) -> y;
reI + 1 -> rel;
if rei > numbemodes(D_models)(model) then

I -> reI;
endif;

endumil;
distance(x,y,O,O) -> T_m;
angle(-x,y,O,O,l,O) -> p_m;

enddefme;

defme update_temp_and_hypo(hyPO,model,node,temp,blob,a_h,s_h);
Ivars nh;
'v' .> comment(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob) -> nh;
nh + I -> nh;
hyPO -> hyPOnumbeT(D_temptable)(temp,blob,nh);
nh -> numbeThypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob);

s_h -> scalehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO);
a_h -> anglehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO);

positions(D_temptabIe)(temp,blob,x) -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,x);
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,Y) -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,Y);
true -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,VERIFY);
temp -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,TE.'viP);
blob -> nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,BLOB);
veri_nodes(D_hyPO)(hyPO) + I -> veri_nodes(D_hyPO)(hyPO);

enddefme;

defme open_new_hypo(hyPO,model) -> hyPO_new;
Ivan node, index, nh;
Ivan temp, blob;
searchfoT_empty_hyPOO·> hyPO_new;
model -> modelhyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);
;;; not necessary are :

anglehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO) -> anglehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);
;;; scalehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO) -> scalehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO_new);

nodesh(D_hyPO)(hyPO,node,BLOB) -> blob;
if temp /= false OT blob /= false then

numberhyPOs(D_temptable)(temp,blob) -> nh;
nh + I ->nh;
hyPO_new -> hyPOnumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,nh);
nh -> numberhyPOs(D_temptable)(temp,blob);

endif;
endfor,
numberhyp(D_hyPO) + I -> numberhyp(D_hyPO);

enddefme;

defme verify_hyPO_node_and_relatiOll(hyPO,node,v_node,model) -> eke;
;;; _h=hyPOthesis, _s=scene, _m=modeL
Ivan full, a_h, s_h, a_h_, s_h.-:
Ivan hyPO_new;
Ivan temp = 1;
Ivan blob = I;
Ivan oke = false;
Ivan more_than_once = false;
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTE.\1P) -> full;
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE) -> a_m;
nodesm(D_modeIsXmodel,node,SCALE) -> s_m;
anglehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO) -> a_It;
scalehyp(D_hyPO)(hyPO) -> s_h;
until temp-I = numbertemp(D_temptable) do

until blob-I = numberpos(D_temptable)(temp) do
if numberpos(D_temptableXtemp) /= 0 then

angletemp(D_temptableXtemp) -> a_s;
scaletemp(D_temptableXtemp) -> s_s;
calculate_veetor(model,v_node,node,temp,blob)

-> T_m -> p_m -> T_S -> p_s;

pr(newline); pr(newline);
spr('a_h '); spT(a_h);
spr('a_m'); spr(a_m);
spr('a_s'); spr(a_s);
pr(newline);
spr('s_h'); spr(s_h);
spr('s_m'); spr(s_m);
spr('s_s'); spr(s_s);
pr(newline);
spr('T_m'); spr(T_m); spr('p_m'); spr(p_m);
Spr('T_S'); spr(U); spr('pJ); spr(p_s);
pr(newline);
spr('v_node'); spr(v_node); spr('node'); spr(node);
spr('temp'); spr(temp); spr('blob'); spr(blob);

./
if

(check_tcmplate(temp,blob,full»
and (check_node(full,a_m,s_m,a_s,s_s,a_h,s_h) -> a_h_ -> sJ
and (check_relation(a_h,s_h,T_m,p_m,T_s,p_s) -> a_h_ -> s_h.

then
pr(newline); pr('verified!');
ifmore_than_once then

pr(newline); spr('more than once: hyPO = '); spr(hypo);
open_new_hyPO(hyPO,model) -> hyPO_new;
update_temp_and_hyPO(hyPO_new,model,node,

temp,blob,a_h_,s_h.J;
else

update_temp_and_hyPO(hyPO,model,node,
temp,blob,a_h_,s_h.J;

true -> more_than_once;
true -> oke;

endif;
endif;

endif;
blob + I -> blob;
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enduntil;
temp + 1 -> temp;
1 -> blob;

enduntil;
enddefme;

define searchfor_verified_node_with_result(hypo,modeI) -> v_node;
Ivan node = I;
until

nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY)
and (nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,X) 1= false or

nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,y) 1= false)
do

node+1 -> node;
enduntil;
node -> vJlode;

endde.fme;

searchfor_open_or...8enerate_hypoO .> hypo -> no_hypos;
until no_hypos do

pr(newline); spr('hypo verify temptable'); pr(hypo);
verify_hypo_temptable(hypo);
searchfor_open_or...8enerate_hypo() -> hypo -> no_hypos;

enduntil;
enddefme;

define verify_hypo_temptable(hypo);
Ivars model, node, v_node_i, v_node_c; ;;; i=init, c=current
Ivars temp, blob, oke;
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
searchfor_verified_node_with_result(hypo,model) -> v_node_i;
v_node_i ->v_node3;
v_node_i + 1 -> node;
if node> numbemodes(D_models)(modeI) then

1·> node;
endif;
until node = v_node_i do

if nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY) then
true·> oke;

else
;;;pr(newline); spr('node'); pr(node);
verify_hypo_node_and_relation(hypo,node,v_node_c,model) -> oke;

endif;
if

oke and
(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,nodeX) 1= false or
nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,y) 1= false)

then
node -> v_node_c;

endif;
node+ 1 -> node;
if node> numbemodes(D_models)(model) then

1 -> node;
endif;

enduntil;
'verify' .> status(D_hypo)(hypo);

endde.fme;

define searchfor_open_or...8enerate_hypo() -> hypo -> no_hypos;
Ivars hypo = 1;
false -> no_hypos;
until

status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'open' or
status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'generate' or
no_hypos

do
hypo + 1 -> hypo;
(hypo - 1 = numberhyp(D_hypo» -> no_hypos;

enduntil;
enddefme;

define hypothesis_verify_temptableO;
Ivars hypo, no_hypos;
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Module hypothesis verify generate "lib/hypo_verify_generate.p"

/"
This library module is used in the program "recog....1.p". Thai program
recognize 6 test-objeets. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like that.

Author. M.K. van Dijk,
Date : april 1989..

VERIFY GENERATE

*/

define angle_and_scale(full, a_s,a_m,a_h, s_s,s_m,s_h) .> an&....sCll_oke;
Ivan a_s_, s_s-.:
Ivan angleoke = false;
Ivan scaleoke = false;
if type(D_fulltemp)(full) = SCALE_DEP then

true -> angleoke;
else

if a_h = '7' then
true ..> angleoke;

else
a_h + a_m .> a_s_;
if

(abs(a_s_ + 360 .. a_s) <= DELTA_ANGLE_Th\1P) or
(abs(a_s_ - a_s) <= DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP) or
(abs(a_s_ - 360 - a_s) <= DELTA_ANGLE_TEMP)

then
true -> angleoke;

endif;
endif;

endif;

if type(D_fulltemp)(full) = ANGLE_DEP then
true -> scaleoke;

else
if s_h = '?' then

true ..> scaleoke;
else

s_h*s_m ..> s_s-.:
if abs«s_s_ - s_s)/s_s) <= DELTA_SCALE_TEMP then

true -> scaleoke;
endif;

endif;
endif;
(angleoke and scaleoke) -> an&....sca_oke;
;;;pr(newline); spr(angleoke); spr(scaleoke);

enddefme;

define template_in_temptable(hypo,node) .> unmalch -> found;
Ivan temp, model, full;
Ivan s_h, a_h, s_m, a_m, s_s, 8_S;

mode1hyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
scalehyp(D_hypo)(hypo) .> s_h;
anglehyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> a_h;
nodesm(D_mode1s)(mode1,node,FULLTEMP) -> full;
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE) -> a_m;
nodesm(D_modelsXmodel,node,SCALE) -> s_m;

false -> found;
for temp from I to nwnbertemp(D_temptable) do
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angletemp(D_temptable)(temp)"> a_s;
scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp) -> s_s;
if

(numberpos(D_temptable)(temp) = 0)
and (fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp) = full)
and (angle_and_scale(full, a_s,a_m,a_h, s_s,s_m,s_h»

then
true -> found;
if not(matehed(D_temptable)(temp» then

true ..> unmatch;
else

false ..> unmatch;
endif;

endif;
endfor;

enddefine;

defme generate_templale(hypo,node);
Ivan temp, model;
Ivan angle, scale;
Ivan s_h, a_h, s_m, a_m;
numbertemp(D_temptable) -> temp;
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
scalehyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> s_h;
anglehyp(D_hypoXhypo) ..> a_h;
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,SCALE) -> s_m;
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,ANGLE) -> a_m;

if a_m /= '?' then
a_h + a_m -> angle;

else
'?' -> angle;

endif;
pr(newline); spr(' angle'); pr("><a_h><'+'><a_m);
if 5_m /= '?' then

s_h*s_m ..> scale;
else

'?' -> scale;
endif;
pr(newline); spr(' scale'); pr("><s_h><'*'><s_m);

temp + I -> temp;
false -> complement(D_temptable)(temp);
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTEMP) ->

fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp);
angle -> angletemp(D_temptable)(lemp);
scale -> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp);

temp + I -> temp;
true -> complement(D_temptable)(temp);
nodesm(D_models)(model,node,FULLTE..\1P) ->

fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp);
angle -> angletemp(D_temptable)(temp);
scale ..> scaletemp(D_temptable)(temp);

temp -> numbertemp(D_temptable);
true -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,GENERATE);

enddefine;



define hypothesis_verify-8enerateO;
Ivan hypo, node, model, unmatch;
for hypo from 1 to numbemyp(D_hypo) do

if status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'verify' then
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
pr(newline); spr('hypo verify generate'); pr(hypo);
for node from 1 to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

if not(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY) then
;;;pr(newline); spr(' node'); spr(node);
if template_in_temptable(hypo,node) -> unmatch then

;;;pr(newline); pr(' attempt');
if not(unmatch) then

veri_attempts(D_hypo)(hypo) + 1
-> veri_attempts(D_hypo)(hypo);

true -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,VERIFY);
else

true -> nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,GEJ-.'ERATE);
endif;

else
;;;pr(newline); pr(' generate');
generate_template(hypo,node);

endif;
endif;

endfor;
'generate' -> status(D_hypo)(hypo);

endif;
endfor;

enddefme;
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Module hypothesis reject and confirm "lib/reject_and_confirm.p"

r
This library module is used in the program "reco&-.l.p". That program
recognize 6 test-objeets. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like that.

Author: MK van Dijk,
Date : april 1989.

REJECf AND CONF1RM

define rejeet(hypo);
Ivars node, model, temp, blob;
Ivars index, found, countjalse;
'rejed -> status(D_hypo)(hypo);
mode1hyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
for node from I to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,TEMP) -> temp;
nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,BLOB) -> blob;
if (temp 1= false and blob 1= false) then

false -> found; 0 -> index; 0 -> countjalse;
until

(index = numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob))
or (found)

do
index + I -> index;
(hyponumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,index) = hypo) -> found;
if

hyponumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,index) =false
then

countjalse + I -> countjalse;
endif;

enduntil;
if (numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob) =countjalse - I) then

0-> numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
'b' .> comrnent(D_temptable)(temp,blob);

else
false -> hyponumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,index);

endif;
endif;

endfor;
;;;pr(newline); spr(hypo); spr(numberhypos(D_temptable)(I,1 ));

enddefme;

define conflrm_with_reject(hypo,model,temp,blob);
Ivars index, number;
if veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypo) = numbemodes(D_models)(model) then

for index from I to numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob) do
hyponumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,index) -> number;
if

(number 1= hypo)
and (number 1= false)

then
reject(number);

endif;
endfor;
1-> numberhypos(D_temptable)(temp,blob);
hypo -> hyponumber(D_temptable)(temp,blob,I);
'k' -> comment(D_temptable)(temp,blob);

endif;
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enddefme;

defme confirm(hypo);
Ivan node, model, temp, blob;
Ivars h;
'confirm' -> status(D_hypo)(hypo);
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
for node fran I tonumbemodes(D_models)(model) do

nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,TEMP) .> temp;
nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,BLOB) -> blob;
if temp 1= false and blob 1= false then

ifCONF1RM_REJECf then
confmn_with_reject(hypo,model,temp,blob);

else
'b' -> comment(D_temptableXtemp,blob);

endif;
endif;

endfor;
enddefme;

defme hypothesis_rejeet_and_confirmO;
Ivars hypo, model, number_nodes;
for hypo from I to numberhyp(D_hypo) do

mode1hyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
numbemodes(D_models)(model) .> number_nodes;
if

(status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'verify')
and (veri_nodes(D_hypoXhypo) =I)

then
rejeet(hypo);

elseif
(status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'verify'
or status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'generate')

and (veri_nodes(D_hypoXhypo) +
veri_attempts(D_hypo)(hypo) = number_nodes)

then
if veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypo) <= 2 then

reject(hypo);
else

confmn(hypo);
endif;

endif;
endfor;

enddefme;



Module visualisation" lib/visualise.p"

,.
This library module is used in the program "recog_J .p". That program
recognize 6 test-objects. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like that.

Author: M.K. van Dijk,
Date : april 1989.

TIlE VISUAUSER.

*1

define visualise_match_results(window);
Ivan temp.blob,full,text;
Ivars x. y, xr. yr;
Ivars r, sJel. a. sample;
window -> pwmgfxsurface;
PWM_SRC -> pwmgfxrasterop;
for temp from I to numbertemp(D_temptable) do

0-> blob;
get_angle_and_scale(temp) -> full -> a -> s_rel-> sample;
until blob = numberpos(D_temptable)(temp) do

blob+ I -> blob;
if comment(D_temptable)(temp.blob) 1= 'd' then

positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,O) -> x;
positions(D_temptable)(temp,blob,l) -> y;
round(40/sample) -> r;
pwrn...,gfxdrawline(x-r,y-r,x+r,y-r,x+r,y+r,x-r,y+r,x-r.y-r.5);

round(x+r*s_rel*cos(a)) -> xr;
round(y-r*s_rel*sin(a)) .> yr;
pwm...,gfxdrawline(x,y,xr.yr,2);

"><fulltempnumber(D_temptable)(temp) .> text;
if complement(D_temptable)(temp) then text><'c' .> text;
endif;
text><comment(D_temptable)(temp.blob).> text;
pwm...,gfxtext(x-5.y+r+8.text);

endif;
e:nduntil;

endfor;
enddefme;

define print_hypo_node_rel(hypo,node);
spr(node);
spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,x));
spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node.Y));
spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node.VERlFY));
spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node.GEl\'ERATE));
pr(newline);

enddefme;

define print_hYPO-P8ra(hypo);
pr(newline);
spr('hypothesis'); pr(hypo); pr(newline);
spr('status'); pr(status(D_hypo)(hypo)); pr(newline);
spr('model'); spr(modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo));
spr('scale.); spr(scalehyp(D_hypo)(hypo));
spr('angle'); spr(anglehyp(D_hypo)(hypo)); pr(newline);
spr('veri_nodes '); spr(veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypoi);
spr('veri_attempts'); spr(veri_auempts(D_hypo)(hypo));
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pr(newline);
enddefme;

defme visualise_hypo_resuitsO;
Ivars hypo,node,model;
for hypo from I to numberhyp(D_hypo) do

print_hypo,..para(hypo);
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo)·> model;
pr(newline); spr('node'); spr('pos'); spr('veri');
spr('generate'); pr(newline);
for node from Ito numbemodes(D_models)(model) do

print_hypo_node_rel(hypo,node);
endfor;

endfor;
enddefme;

defme visualise_statisticsO;
Ivars hypo. model;
lvars reject_count, confirm_count;
for hypo from I to numberhyp(D_hypo) do

if status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'reject' then
reject_count + I -> reject_count;

else
confmn_count + I -> confmn_count;
modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
pr(newline); pr(newline);
spr('OBJECf found as'); pr(namemod(D_models)(model));
pr(newline);
spr(' HYPO NUMBER .); pr(hypo);
pr(newline);
spr(' CONFIRMATION CERTATh'TY');
spr(IOO.O*veri_nodes(D_hypo)(hypo)/numbemodes(D_models)

(model));
spr('%');
pr(newline);
spr(' POSmON');
spr('X='); spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,I,x));
spr('Y='); spr(nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo.I.Y));
pr(newline);
spr(' SCALE'); spr(scaiehyp(D_hypo)(hypo));
pr(newline);
spr(' ROTATION'); spr(l.O*anglehyp(D_hypo)(hypo));

endif;
endfor;
pr(newline); pr(newline);
spr('NUMBER HYPOS'); pr(numberhyp(D_hypo));
pr(newline);
spr('NUMBER CONFIR."~fEDHYPOS'); pr(confum_count);
pr(newline);
spr('NUMBER REJECTED HYPOS'); pr(reject3ount);

enddefme;

defme visualiseJmal_results(window);
lvars hypo. node. model;
Ivars xl,x2,x3, yl,y2,y3;
window -> pwmgfxsurface;
PWM_OR -> pwmgfxrasterop;
for hypo from I to numberhyp(D_hypo) do

modelhyp(D_hypo)(hypo) -> model;
if status(D_hypo)(hypo) = 'confmn' then

nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,I,x) -» xl -> x3;
nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,I,Y)·» yl -> y3;
if x 1/= false and y1/= false then

pwm....llfxtext(xl.yl,'·><hypo);
e:ndif;
for node from I to numbemodes(D_models)(model) do



nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,X) -> x2;
nodesh(D_hypo)(hypo,node,Y) -> y2;
if x2 /= false and y2 /= false and

x I /= false and y I /= false
then

pwm...J:fxdrawline(xl,yl~2,y2, 2);
x2 -> xl;
y2->yl;

endif;
endfor;
if x3 /= false and y3 /= false then

pwm..gfxdrawline(xl,yl, x3,y3, 2);
endif;

endif;
endfor;

enddefme;
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Module paps configuration "lib/paps config.p"

~

This library module is used in the program "recolL-lib_l.p". That program
recognise 6 test-objeclS. It is based on a concurrent programming
technique but not implemented like that.

Author: M.K. van DiJ"k,
Date : april 1989.

PAPS-SETUP

define paps_setup;
paps_inilO;

;; ; VAU card setup
vBU_initO; ;;; VAU initialisation
vau_outp(l); ;;; VAU has as output picture bus I
vau_wino(I); ;;; window on
vau_setwin(50,50,650,450); ;;; window over pan image (left up comer, size)
vau_setbwg(I); ;;; VAU in binary mode
vBu_senhr(80); ;;; VAU threshold (grey value 80)
vau_curo(O); ;;; cursor switched off
vau_inp(l); ;;; VAU has as input picture bus I (monitor)

;;; RTR card setup
nr_io(I,I,2); ;;; RTR number I, input bus I, output bus 2

;;; PTB card setup
ptb_inp(2); ;;; PTB has as input picture bus 2

enddefme;
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